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Glossary1 
 

 
athan: The call to prayer. 
 
Dhuhr: The midday prayer and the second of the five daily prayers. 
 
fitna: A complex word often used against Muslim women to justify patriarchal versions of 
Islam. It can mean religious chaos, temptation, or corruption. 
 
iftar: The breakfast meal during Ramadan (or other days of fasting).  
 
Hajj: One of the five “pillars” of Islam, and the annual pilgrimage performed during the twelfth 
month of the Islamic calendar. 
 
imam: A prayer leader (can be a man or a woman). 
 
 jihad: Incorrectly translated as “holy war,” refers to an internal or external “struggle.” 
 
Jummah: The weekly congregational Friday prayer.  
 
khateeb (male)/khateebah (female): Sermon-giver or speaker during Jummah. 
 
khutbah: The Jummah sermon. 
 
Maghrib: The sunset prayer and the fourth of the five daily prayers. 

masjid: A mosque. 
 
mu’athin: Person who offers the call to prayer (traditionally a man). 

mussalla: Prayer space that can be inside a mosque or in an open-air space.  
 
Qiyam: Additional night prayers. Although traditionally performed during Ramadan, these 
prayers can be performed on other days as well. 
 
rakat: The number of prayer movements. 
 
salat: Prayer. 
 
sunnah: This word has multiple meanings depending on context. It can mean additional prayers, 
additional theological sources to the Qur’an, or mirroring the practices of the Prophet 
Muhammad.  
 
                                                 
1 All words in the glossary are originally from Arabic, and are terms frequently used by Muslim-Americans, at times 
interchangeably with English translations of those words. 
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Taraweeh: Evening sunnah prayers performed during Ramadan. 
 
turbah: A piece of clay used for Shi’a prayers. 
  
ummah: The global Muslim community.  
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Acronyms 
 
 

AIM: Alliance of Inclusive Muslims 

CAIR: Council on American-Islamic Relations 

FGM: Female genital mutilation  

FITNA: Feminist Islamic Troublemakers of North America 

GWOT: Global War on Terror  

ICNA: Islamic Center of North America 

ISNA: Islamic Society of North America 

ISPU: Institute for Social Policy and Understanding 

MPV: Muslims for Progressive Values 

MSA: Muslim Students Association 

PMU: Progressive Muslim Union 
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Introduction 

“In my little mosque 
there is no room for me 

to pray. I am 
turned away faithfully 

five 
times a day”2 

 
- Mohja Kahf, “Little Mosque,” 2003 

 
 
 

By highlighting the experiences of some Muslim women in mosques, Muslim-American 

author Mohja Kahf’s poem provides readers with an inside perspective into the Muslim 

community. Patriarchal interpretations of Islam have limited women’s participation at mosques, 

and led many Muslim women to engage in global gender activism in the United States and across 

the world.3 The relationship between gender and the mosque is reflective of larger issues of gender 

representation and power, which have also come under increased scrutiny by Muslim-American 

women and “progressive” Muslims since the rise of global Islamic feminism in the 1980s.4 

                                                 
2 An excerpt from Mohja Kahf’s, “Little Mosque,” PoemHunter, accessed November 12, 2019, 
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/little-mosque/. 
3 Of course, these are not the only places Muslim women have engaged in gender activism. For more on this global 
movement see: Line Nyhagen, “Mosques as Gendered Spaces: The Complexity of Women’s Compliance with, and 
Resistance to, Dominant Gender Norms, and the Importance of Male Allies,” Religions 10, no. 5 (2019): 321; Rhoda 
Reddock, “‘Up Against a Wall’: Muslim Women's Struggle to Reclaim Masjid Space in Trinidad and Tobago,” in 
Aisha Khan, ed., Islam and the Americas (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2015), 217-248; Saba Mahmood, 
Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject (New Brunswick: Princeton University Press, 2011); 
Saba Mahmood, “Feminist Theory, Agency, and the Liberatory Subject: Some Reflections on the Islamic Revival in 
Egypt,” Temenos - Nordic Journal of Comparative Religion 42, no. 1 (2006): 31-71; Salma A. Bageeb, 
“Appropriating the Mosque: Women's Religious Groups in Khartoum,” Africa Spectrum 42, no. 1 (2007): 5-27; 
Nina Hoel, “Sexualising the Sacred, Sacralising Sexuality: An Analysis of Public Responses to Muslim Women's 
Religious Leadership in the Context of a Cape Town Mosque,” Journal for the Study of Religion 26, no. 2 (2013): 
25-42. For more on Islamic feminism see scholarship outlined in Literature Review below. 
4 The 1980s rise in Islamic feminism was not the first time that Muslim women highlighted practices of gender 
inequality in their faith. Muslim women have raised these issues since the very origins Islam. See for example: 
Souad Hakim, “Ibn 'Arabî's Twofold Perception of Woman: Woman as Human Being and Cosmic Principle,” 
Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi Society 31 (2002): 1–29; Beverly B. Mack and Jean Boyd, One Woman's Jihad: 
Nana Asma’u, Scholar and Scribe (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000); Jean Boyd, The Caliph's Sister: 
Nana Asma’u 1793–1865: Teacher, Poet and Islamic Leader (London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd, 1989); Margot 
Badran, Feminists, Islam, and Nation: Gender and the Making of Modern Egypt (New Brunswick, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1994); Marion Holmes Katz, Women in the Mosque: A History of Legal Thought and Social 

https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/little-mosque/
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After 9/11, social activism on gender justice issues, along with interfaith activism, also 

became an important demonstration of Muslims’ assimilation in American society.5 Some 

activists, including a group of Muslims who called themselves “progressive Muslims,” sought to 

challenge the mounting antagonism Muslims faced from mainstream American society by 

initiating change in their communities. While some progressive Muslims claimed it was necessary 

for Muslims living in Europe and the United States to integrate their Islamic identities “with their 

societal and cultural settings,” they also found the egalitarian values that they called for in Islam 

itself.6 Instead of framing gender reform as new and innovative, they based their interpretations 

on a return to prayer practices from the time of the Prophet Muhammad and engaged in 

hermeneutical interpretations of the Qur’an. In their opinions, the Islam they advocated was a more 

authentic version of Islam than practices by mainstream Muslims.  

Recent debates about gender inequality in Islam, however, have drawn on much earlier and 

wider discussions about how Muslims interpret their faith. Since the mid-nineteenth century, 

Muslim scholars have debated Islam’s relationship with the “West” and “modernity” as they 

responded to colonialism in Muslim-majority countries.7 By the early twentieth century, Islamic 

                                                 
Practice (New York: Columbia University Press, 2014); Haleh Afshar, Islam and Feminisms: An Iranian Case-
Study (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 1998); Margot Badran, “Between Secular and Islamic Feminism/s: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Beyond,” Journal of Middle East Women's Studies 1, no. 1 (2005): 6-28; Aysha 
A. Hidayatullah, Feminist Edges of the Qur’an (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Ziba Mir‐Hosseini, 
“Muslim Women’s Quest for Equality: Between Islamic Law and Feminism,” Critical Inquiry 32, no. 4 (2006): 629-
645. Also see additional sources in footnote 28. 
5 Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad and Nazir Nader Harb, “Post-9/11: Making Islam an American Religion,” Religions 5 
no. 2 (2014): 485, 493; see also Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad and John L. Esposito, eds., Muslims on the 
Americanization Path? (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).  
6 Haddad and Harb, “Post-9/11,” 485; Abdullah Saeed, “Trends in Contemporary Islam: A Preliminary Attempt at a 
Classification,” The Muslim World 97, no. 3 (2007): 401-402. 
7 See for example: Robert W. Hefner, “Introduction: Muslims and Modernity: Culture and Society in an Age of 
Contest and Plurality,” in Robert W. Hefner, ed., The New Cambridge History of Islam (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), Vol. 6, 1-35; Mustafa Tuna, Imperial Russia's Muslims: Islam, Empire and European 
Modernity, 1788-1914 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2017); Ebrahim Moosa, “Colonialism and Islamic 
Law,” in Muhammad Khalid Masud, Armando Salvatore, and Martin van Bruinessen, eds., Islam and Modernity: 
Key Issues and Debates (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2009), 158-181. 
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thinkers, including Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, Rashid Rida, and Muhammad Abduh, had addressed 

whether Islam was compatible with Westernization and modernity.8 But even this discourse drew 

on previous historical debates and reflected a broader question Muslims had been asking for 

centuries: who has the right to define Islam? Such questions, one could argue, date back to the 

Sunni/Shi’a split in the seventh century. In the face of rising American Islamophobia after 9/11, 

progressive and mainstream Muslim-Americans have revisited the question of Islam’s 

compatibility with the West and have engaged in renewed attempts to redefine their faith in an 

American context. These efforts have extended into the realm of gender and the physical and social 

spaces accorded to women in American mosques. 

 

Background 

In the United States, mosques play an important role not only as places for religious 

worship, but also as social spaces and community centers, partly due to the fact that Muslims have 

always been a religious minority. The late nineteenth century arrival of Syrian and Lebanese 

migrants from the Ottoman Empire spurred the construction of the first mosques and Muslim 

community centers in the United States.9 The arrival of a new wave of Muslim immigrants after 

1965, due to changes in American immigration laws, resulted in the opening of additional mosques 

that continued to serve religious, social, and practical functions.10 After 9/11, American mosque 

construction and attendance increased, demonstrating their mounting significance as religious and 

                                                 
8 Hefner, “Introduction: Muslims and Modernity”; Ebrahim Moosa, “Colonialism and Islamic Law.”  
9 Saminaz Zaman, “From Imam to Cyber-Mufti: Consuming Identity in Muslim America,” The Muslim World 98, 
no. 4 (2008): 465; Karen Leonard, “Muslims in the West: North America,” in Robert W. Hefner, ed. The New 
Cambridge History of Islam, 244. 
10 Zaman, “From Imam to Cyber Mufti,” 466. 
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social spaces at a moment when many Muslim-Americans felt isolated and rejected from 

mainstream American society.11  

Before the arrival of Muslim immigrants, Islam had arrived on American shores through 

African slaves during the settlement of the American colonies, and was revived by African-

Americans in the 1920s.12 African-American Muslims’ differing historical experience has 

influenced their interpretations of Islam and the gendering of space in their mosques.13 The most 

striking difference is that in contrast to mosques catering to immigrant Muslims and their 

descendants, most African-American mosques do not have gendered barriers in their prayer 

halls.14 Scholars argue that this difference is due to the history of racism and economic struggle 

faced by African-Americans.15 Although I touch on their history, because of their different 

historical trajectory, African-American Muslims do not play an important role in this thesis.  

                                                 
11 Ibid. For more on American Islam see Omid Safi and Juliane Hammer, The Cambridge Companion to American 
Islam (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014); Kambiz GhaneaBassiri, A History of Islam in America: From 
the New World to the New World Order (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Zareena Grewal, Islam Is a 
Foreign Country: American Muslims and the Global Crisis of Authority (New York: New York University Press, 
2014); Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad and Jane I. Smith, eds., The Oxford Handbook of American Islam (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2014); Aminah Beverly McCloud, African American Islam (London: Routledge, 1995) and 
Transnational Muslims in American Society (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2006). 
12 GhaneaBassiri, A History of Islam in America, 59-94, 218-233, Thomas S. Kidd, American Christians and Islam: 
Evangelical Culture and Muslims from the Colonial Period to the Age of Terrorism (New Brunswick: Princeton 
University Press, 2009), 21-26, 100-119. 
13 For scholarly studies on African-American Islam, see Pamela J. Prickett, “Negotiating Gendered Religious Space: 
The Particularities of Patriarchy in an African American Mosque,” Gender and Society 29, no. 1 (2015): 51-72; 
Sylvia Chan-Malik, Being Muslim: A Cultural History of Women of Color in American Islam (New York: New 
York University Press, 2018); Michelle D. Byng, “Mediating Discrimination: Resisting Oppression Among African-
American Muslim Women,” Social Problems 45, no. 4, (1998): 473–487; Jamillah Ashira Karim, American Muslim 
Women: Negotiating Race, Class, and Gender within the Ummah (New York: New York University Press, 2009); 
Carolyn Moxley Rouse, Engaged Surrender: African American Women and Islam (Berkeley: University Of 
California Press, 2004); McCloud, African American Islam. 
14 Prickett, “Negotiating Gendered Religious Space,” 55; Sarah Sayeed, Aisha Al-Adawiya, and Ihsan Bagby, The 
American Mosque 2011: Women and the American Mosque, Report no. 3, March 2013, 4,8, accessed February 8, 
2019, http://www.hartfordinstitute.org/The-American-Mosque-Report-3.pdf, hereafter cited as Women and the 
American Mosque. These same reports also demonstrate that women’s attendance and participation in board 
leadership is higher in African-American mosques. 
15 Prickett, “Negotiating Gendered Religious Space,” 55-56; Karim, American Muslim Women, 10.  

http://www.hartfordinstitute.org/The-American-Mosque-Report-3.pdf
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In addition to building new mosques, Muslim immigrants would soon establish their own 

organizations. One of the largest Muslim-American organizations, the Islamic Society of North 

America (ISNA), was founded in 1982, and formed out of the Muslim Students Association 

(MSA), which was founded almost two decades earlier by international students on American 

university campuses.16 Building ISNA off the MSA was itself a recognition that new organizations 

were necessary to address the needs of Muslim-Americans, and not only international students. 

ISNA would become an “umbrella organization” for other Muslim-American groups, including 

the Islamic Medical Association and the Fiqh Council of North America.17  

While women have been involved in the MSA and ISNA since the beginning, their work 

often went unrecognized. This began to change as more women joined the organization.18 The 

initial lack of recognition, however, prompted women to advocate for more inclusion in 

organizational leadership and create their own committees, including the Muslim Women’s 

Auxiliary Committee in 1968.19 In 1997, Khadija Haffajee became the first woman elected to 

ISNA’s Executive Board and in 2006, ISNA elected their first female President, Ingrid Mattson.20 

Although gender issues were rarely a priority for ISNA before 9/11, the organization published 

the Building a Better Islamic Center book in 1996, which advised Muslim communities to be more 

inclusive of women.21  

                                                 
16 Karen Leonard, “Organizing Communities: Institutions, Networks, Groups,” in Safi and Hammer, eds, The 
Cambridge Companion to American Islam,178; Sulayman S. Nyang, “Islamic Society of North America,” in John L. 
Esposito, ed. The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 
Oxford Islamic Studies Online, accessed July 21, 2019, 
http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/article/opr/t125/e1123?_hi=3&_pos=2. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Katherine Bullock, “Islamic Society of North America,” in Natana J. DeLong-Bas, ed. The Oxford Encyclopedia 
of Islam and Women (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), Oxford Islamic Studies Online, accessed July 21, 
2019, http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/article/opr/t355/e0138?_hi=3&_pos=6. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 ISNA, Building a Better Islamic Center, ISNA Community Development Series (Plainfield, IN: Islamic Society 
of North America, 1996), 9, 19-20. 

http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/article/opr/t125/e1123?_hi=3&_pos=2
http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/article/opr/t355/e0138?_hi=3&_pos=6
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Other organizations would emerge in the 1990s, highlighting the growing needs of 

Muslims in the United States. In 1994, Nihad Awad helped found what would later become the 

largest Muslim legal organization in the United States, the Council on American Islamic Relations 

(CAIR).22 Unlike ISNA’s leadership board, which took some time to become more inclusive of 

women and non-immigrant Muslims, CAIR’s board quickly included women, converts, and 

African-American and South-Asian Muslims.23 In 2001, CAIR also sponsored a research report, 

which showed that women prayed behind barriers or in separate rooms “in nearly two-thirds of 

mosques” surveyed.24 ISNA’s and CAIR’s publications demonstrated that they were concerned 

about gendered spaces in American mosques, but they preferred to adopt a subtle tactic of 

educating the community.  

The frustrations of some Muslim-Americans regarding these tactics and the slow pace of 

change in mainstream American mosques would lead to growing progressive Muslim activism 

after 9/11 on gender justice issues. These progressive activists drew on a long history of religious 

writings to demonstrate that the history of women’s segregation in the mosque could be traced to 

a period after the time of the Prophet. In 1992, Leila Ahmed argued that the earliest recorded 

gender-segregated mosque was constructed after the establishment of the Al-Aqsa mosque in 

Jerusalem in 912 or 913, during the Abbasid Empire.25 Ahmed attributed the motivation for this 

change to the time of the second Caliph Umar ibn al-Khattab, a companion of the Prophet, who 

disliked his wife’s visitation of the mosque.26 She explained that the gendered construction of Al-

                                                 
22 Ayah Ibrahim, “American Muslim Organizations’ Platform and Strategies: Understanding Changes in Interest 
Group Identity” (Ph.D. diss., George Mason University, 2017), 82. 
23 Ibid., 83. 
24 Ihsan Bagby, Paul M. Perl, and Bryan T. Froehle, The Mosque in America: A National Portrait, a Report from the 
Mosque Study Project (Washington, DC: Council on American-Islamic Relations, 2001), 11, accessed February 11, 
2019, http://icnl.com/files/Masjid_Study_Project_2000_Report.pdf. 
25 Leila Ahmed, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1992), 60-61. 
26 Ahmed, Women and Gender in Islam, 60.  

http://icnl.com/files/Masjid_Study_Project_2000_Report.pdf
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Aqsa reflected al-Khattab’s personal beliefs, rather than any basis in religious authority, and 

resulted in increasingly gendered mosque spaces after his death.27  

Progressive Muslims also built on the activism and scholarship of the global Islamic 

feminist movement, which emerged in the late 1980s in conjunction with the rise of third-wave 

feminism.28 In 1989, African-American scholar Kimberle Crenshaw advanced the idea of 

“intersectionality,” and argued that women face multiple forms of oppression due to factors such 

as race and class.29 Intersectionality was essential to the formation of Islamic feminism, as Muslim 

women’s experience with oppression and patriarchy differed from their non-Muslim 

counterparts.30 In fact, before the start of third-wave feminism, some Muslim women were 

reluctant to call themselves “feminist.”31 Islamic feminists engaged in hermeneutical scholarship 

that championed gender equality and egalitarian interpretations of Islam and soon founded Muslim 

                                                 
27 Ibid. More recently, other scholars have demonstrated that although this became common practice, some Muslim 
men also desired to restrict women from going to the mosque altogether. Imam Siddiqui has argued that Umar ibn 
al-Khattab’s grandson desired to prevent his wife from attending the mosque and was reprimanded by his father for 
doing so. See Imam Siddiqui, “A Qura'nic View of Gender and Gender Relations,” in Muhammad Shafiq and 
Thomas Donlin-Smith, eds., Making Gender in the Intersection of the Human and the Divine (Newcastle upon Tyne: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2019), 242. 
28 See Moroccan scholar Fatema Mernissi’s Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in a Muslim Society, Revised 
edition (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), originally published in 1975, which is considered a classic 
text on Islamic feminism. Other notable titles include Amina Wadud, Qur'an and Woman: Rereading the Sacred 
Text from a Woman's Perspective (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999). Other examples of Islamic feminism 
cited in footnote 3. 
29 Kimberle Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of 
Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago Legal Forum 1989, 
no. 8 (1989): 139-167. Although Crenshaw did not specifically address religion in her essay, scholars have built on 
her work to incorporate it into theories of intersectionality. See for example Karim, American Muslim Women; 
Sirma Bilge, “Beyond Subordination vs. Resistance: An Intersectional Approach to the Agency of Veiled Muslim 
Women,” Journal of Intercultural Studies 31 no. 1 (2010): 9–28; Nadine Naber, “‘Look, Mohammed the Terrorist Is 
Coming!’ Cultural Racism, Nation-Based Racism, and the Intersectionality of Oppressions after 9/11,” Scholar and 
Feminist Online 6 No. 3 (2008), accessed April 26, 2020, http://sfonline.barnard.edu/immigration/naber_01.htm; 
Sahar F. Aziz, “From the Oppressed to the Terrorist: Muslim-American Women in the Crosshairs of 
Intersectionality,” Hastings Race & Poverty Law Journal 9 no. 1 (2012):191-263. 
30 Sa’diyya Shaikh, “Transforming Feminisms: Islam, Women and Gender Justice,” in Omid Safi, ed., Progressive 
Muslims: On Justice, Gender and Pluralism (New York: Oneworld Publications, 2003), 158. 
31 Margot Badran, “From Islamic Feminism to a Muslim Holistic Feminism,” IDS Bulletin 42, no. 1 (2011), 81. 

http://sfonline.barnard.edu/immigration/naber_01.htm
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women’s organizations to advance their activism.32 African-American feminist scholar Amina 

Wadud and Malaysian activist Zainah Anwar cofounded the Malaysian-based Sisters in Islam in 

1988.33 In the 1990s, Muslim-Americans also founded women’s organizations to promote 

women’s Islamic legal rights. The Muslim Women’s League, founded in 1992 by the progressive 

Muslim Laila al-Marayati, can be considered one of the first progressive Muslim organizations in 

the United States dedicated to gender justice issues.34 The following year, feminist lawyer and 

academic Azizah al-Hibri founded Karamah: Muslim Women Lawyers for Human Rights.35  

The global progressive Muslim movement emerged in the same decade as the rise of 

Islamic feminism in the 1980s. One of the foundational texts emerging from this new movement 

was Fazlur Rahman’s Islam & Modernity: Transformation of an Intellectual Tradition, published 

in 1982, which discussed Muslim women’s inheritance rights and female education.36 

Manifestations of global progressive Muslim activism appeared in North America, Europe, South 

Africa and Malaysia. Many Islamic feminists would become leaders in the progressive movement. 

After she helped establish Sisters in Islam, Wadud delivered a 1994 sermon in Cape Town, South 

Africa.37 South African scholar Farid Esack participated with other international progressive 

Muslims in the short-lived Network of Progressive Muslims, which was founded in 1999.38 

                                                 
32 Susanne Schröter, “Islamic Feminism: National and Transnational Dimensions,” in Jocelyne Cesari and José 
Casanova, eds., Islam, Gender, and Democracy in Comparative Perspective (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2017), 119.  
33 Badran, “From Islamic Feminism to a Muslim Holistic Feminism,” 81.  
34 Juliane Hammer, American Muslim Women, Religious Authority, and Activism: More Than a Prayer (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2012), 44.  
35 Ibid., 90-91. 
36 Fazlur Rahman, Islam & Modernity: Transformation of an Intellectual Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1982), 18-19, 76-78. 
37 Hoel, “Sexualising the Sacred, Sacralising Sexuality,” 28-29; Amina Wadud, Inside the Gender Jihad: Women's 
Reform in Islam (Oxford, UK: Oneworld Publications, 2006), 113-118; Zainah Anwar, “Sisters in Islam and the 
Struggle for Women's Rights,” in Fereshteh Nouraie-Simone, ed., On Shifting Ground: Muslim Women in the 
Global Era (New York: The Feminist Press at CUNY, 2008), 233-247.  
38 Farid Esack, “Progressive Islam- A Rose by Any Name? American Soft Power in the War for the Hearts and 
Minds of Muslims,” Reorient 4, no. 1 (2018), 83, 85. The NPM was itself an offshoot by disgruntled members of 
another organization, the Progressive Muslims Network, founded in 1998. 
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Progressive activists would also produce scholarship on gender justice issues. The most visible of 

these was Wadud’s 1999 study, Qur'an and Woman: Rereading the Sacred Text from a Woman's 

Perspective.39 As these examples demonstrate, although progressive Muslim activism would gain 

renewed strength after 9/11, important elements of the movement had already been established in 

the decades that preceded it.  

 

Theoretical and Analytical Frameworks  
 

This thesis relies on social network analysis from the core and periphery model, in 

conjunction with theories about empire, to explain the relationships between domestic and global 

progressive and mainstream Muslims. It also relies on the ideas advanced by Mahmood Mamdani, 

who identifies the existence of a “good Muslim/bad Muslim” binary, to explain the motivations 

behind progressive Muslim activism. In this thesis, I use the term center/periphery to refer to the 

core/periphery model.40 The core/periphery model originated in world systems theory made 

popular by theorist Immanuel Wallerstein in 1974. World systems theory analyzes the economic 

dominance of “core” countries over “semi-periphery” and “periphery” countries.41 The theory has 

also been applied in the scholarly study of European and American Empire.42  

The core/periphery model was also adopted by scholars using social network analysis, 

which evaluates how various actors (referred to as “nodes”), be they individuals, organizations, or 

groups, develop relationships (or networks) with other “nodes.” Stephen Borgatti and Martin 

Everett have analyzed the relationship between the core/periphery model and social network 

                                                 
39 Wadud, Qur'an and Woman. 
40 Other scholars have also used the term “metropole/periphery” to refer to this model. See Michael W. Doyle, 
Empires (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1986). 
41 Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World System (Berkeley; Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2011). 
Originally published in 1974. 
42 See discussion below referencing this scholarship. 
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analysis to study “transmission[s] from node to node,” in two different models, the “discrete 

model” and the “continuous model.”43 The “discrete model,” specifies the existence of one core 

with many connected networks and one periphery with many disconnected networks (networks 

within the periphery and networks that involve its relationship to the core).44 The “continuous 

model” incorporates several cores and peripheries, and “each node is assigned a measure of 

‘coreness.’”45 In this thesis, I rely on the “continuous model” to analyze the complex relationship 

between centers and peripheries and explain how they occupy different locations when discussing 

religious authority and power, versus political or economic power. While the United States may 

represent the global economic and political center, the same is not true when it comes to its position 

vis-a-vis Islamic authority, which has always resided in the Middle East. 

I also apply this model to explain the complex relationship between domestic and global 

progressive and mainstream Muslims (see Figure 1 below). The religious designation is split 

between the domestic center and periphery and the global center and periphery. I define 

progressive Muslim-Americans as the domestic religious periphery, while mainstream Muslim-

Americans are the domestic religious center. When comparing these communities to the global 

Muslim community, the United States is a global religious periphery to Muslim-majority countries 

in the global religious center, located in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Iraq.46  

                                                 
43 Stephen P. Borgatti and Martin G. Everett, “Models of Core/Periphery Structures,” Social Networks 21, no. 4 
(1999): 377-378; Stephen P. Borgatti et al., “Network Analysis in the Social Sciences,” Science 323, no. 5916 
(2009): 894. See also: M. Puck Rombach et al., “Core-Periphery Structure in Networks,” SIAM Journal on Applied 
Mathematics 74, no. 1 (2014): 167–190 and Christopher McCarty and Jose Luis Molina, “Social Network Analysis,” 
in H. Russel Bernard and Clarence C. Gravlee, eds., Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2014), 587–612. 
44 Borgatti and Everett, “Models of Core/Periphery Structures,” 377-378.  
45 Ibid., 387. For broader discussion of continuous theory, see pages 385–395. 
46 Egypt is one of the leading centers of global Sunni Islam. Not only does it host the influential Al-Azhar University, 
but Islamic institutions in Egypt, including its fatwa issuing institution, often advise global Muslims. Saudi Arabia 
has also been increasingly important to global Sunni Islam, beyond the importance of Mecca and Medina to Islam. 
Saudi Arabia has often used its political power and wealth to spread more conservative versions of Sunni Islam 
throughout the world. Finally, Iran and Iraq are important centers of Shi’a religious authority, and like Saudi Arabia, 
Iran often seeks to spread and enforce its religious interpretations on Muslims in other countries, particularly, Lebanon. 
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When analyzing the political and economic center/periphery relationship, however, this 

thesis recognizes that Muslim-majority countries are in the global political periphery in 

relationship to the United States, the global political and economic center. This relationship is also 

important to this thesis. I argue that some progressive activists, either consciously or 

unconsciously, sought to create a new global religious center in the United States, which was 

driven and facilitated in part by their political identity as Americans, and more importantly, their 

location in the political and economic global center. Progressive Muslims’ identification and 

positionality as Americans allowed them to benefit from the mounting military, imperial, and 

political power the United States gained over the Middle East during what is commonly referred 

to as the Global War on Terror (GWOT). 

 

 

                                                 
The Ayatollah, the highest Shi’a authority, is based in Iran. Qom, Iran and Najaf, Iraq are also considered holy cities 
by Shi’ites. Bassam Tibi, Islam’s Predicament with Modernity: Religious Reform and Cultural Change (Routledge, 
2009), 270. 
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Figure 1: 
Examples of centers and peripheries within a social network analysis. 

 
Applications of the center/periphery model also draw on the scholarly analysis of empire. 

In his theoretical study, Empires, Michael Doyle argued that a “metropole” becomes imperial when 

it controls the internal relations of a periphery.47 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Empire builds 

on this idea by proposing a new and complex understanding of empire. Unlike previous versions, 

the new form of empire originates in the United States, the center, and functions as a political 

system that encompasses the entire globe.48 This global American Empire, they further argue, uses 

racist tactics to advance its power under the guise of fear-based cultural differentiation.49 Although 

Hardt and Negri published their book before the beginning of GWOT, their theories have become 

                                                 
47 Doyle, Empires, 29-30. 
48 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), xii. 
49 Ibid., 182, 191-192 
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even more resonant in describing the growth of American power after 9/11. As many scholars have 

argued, GWOT allowed the United States to further expand its empire after 9/11.50  

Because of the increased imperial rhetoric that accompanied GWOT, some Muslim-

Americans began to internalize these views and advocate on behalf of the American government’s 

military endeavors and political, cultural, and religious reform missions in the Middle East. This 

thesis argues that progressive Muslims’ critiques of gender practices in Muslim-majority countries, 

as well as their activism to change these practices, were linked to the American government’s own 

imperial tactic of “liberating” Muslim women in Afghanistan and Iraq.51  

In line with this idea, this thesis relies on scholar Mahmood Mamdani’s arguments about 

the rise of a “good Muslim/bad Muslim” binary after 9/11.52 Mamdani argues that this binary, 

perpetuated by the state and the mainstream media, placed an expectation on “good Muslims,” 

defined as modern, secular, and Westernized, to work with the state to identify “bad Muslims,” 

defined as “doctrinal, anti-modern, and virulent,” and who work against the state.53 The good 

Muslim/bad Muslim discourse took the shape of “culture-talk,” which Mamdani identifies as “the 

predilection to define cultures according to their presumed ‘essential’ characteristics.”54 The media 

presented Muslims as intrinsically bad because they were Muslims, in the process depicting 

                                                 
50 Richard H. Immerman, Empire for Liberty: A History of American Imperialism from Benjamin Franklin to Paul 
Wolfowitz (Princeton University Press, 2010), 3. See also: Michael Hardt, “From Imperialism to Empire,” The 
Nation, July 13, 2006, accessed April 21, 2020, https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/imperialism-empire/; 
Simon Dalby, “Regions, Strategies and Empire in the Global War on Terror,” Geopolitics 12, no. 4 (2007): 586–
606. 
51 See “Laura Bush on Women’s Rights in Afghanistan (C-SPAN),” YouTube video, 03:19, posted by C-SPAN, 
January 30, 2014, accessed November 26, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_40s4ENOQ4; Lila Abu-
Lughod, Do Muslim Women Need Saving? (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013); Kelly J. Shannon, 
U.S. Foreign Policy And Muslim Women’s Human Rights. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017). 
52 Mahmood Mamdani, “Good Muslim, Bad Muslim: A Political Perspective on Culture and Terrorism,” American 
Anthropologist 104, no. 3 (2002): 766-775 and Mahmood Mamdani, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim: America, the Cold 
War, and the Roots of Terror (New York: Random House, 2005). 
53 Mamdani, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim, 15, 24. 
54 Mamdani, “Good Muslim, Bad Muslim,” 766. 

https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/imperialism-empire/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_40s4ENOQ4
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Muslims as one-dimensional and monolithic.55 Yet there were mechanisms for Muslims to escape 

this “essential” evil defined by their religion. As Mamdani notes, shortly after 9/11, President 

Bush’s rhetoric called on Muslims to identify themselves as “good Muslims” and identify and 

oppose “bad Muslims.”56 Building on Mamdani’s work, Nazia Kazi’s scholarship has added class 

and race to the media’s role in propagating this binary, arguing that these two factors also shaped 

American society’s perception of Muslims’ “Americanness.”57 American critics of Islam used the 

media to create what Joseph Tamney terms the “dominant ideology,” that 9/11 was an act of terror 

by Muslims and that Islam was inherently evil.58  

This thesis expands on this scholarship by arguing that many progressive Muslims 

internalized this binary by seeing themselves as “good Muslims” with an obligation to reform “bad 

Muslims,” including mainstream Muslims in the United States, the Middle East and other Muslim-

majority countries, through their activism. Because this activism emerged within the context of 

GWOT, I argue that progressive Muslims were shaped by the American government’s imperial 

and savior tactics. The internalization of these views would push progressive Muslim-American 

organizations to increase their social outreach programs towards other Muslims to demonstrate 

that they belonged in American society and were “good Muslims.”59.  

                                                 
55 Ibid., 766-767, 772-773. 
56 Mamdani, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim, 15. See: White House Archives, “Remarks by the President Upon Arrival,” 
September 16, 2001, accessed April 20, 2020, https://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010916-2.html and “Address to a Joint Session of Congress and 
the American People,” September 20, 2001, accessed April 20, 2020, https://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/text/20010920-8.html. Although such beliefs had existed in the 
United States for centuries, they reemerged with great force after 9/11. See for example: Karine V. Walther, Sacred 
Interests: The United States and the Islamic World, 1821-1921 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2015); Kidd, American Christians and Islam; Arun Kundnani, The Muslims Are Coming!: Islamophobia, 
Extremism, and the Domestic War on Terror (London: Verso, 2015). 
57 See Nazia Kazi, “Islamophilia: Race, Class, and Representations of the ‘Good’ American Muslim,” in Maria 
Amelia Viteri and Aaron Tobler, eds., Shifting Positionalities: The Local and International Geo-Politics of 
Surveillance and Policing (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009), 152-170. 
58 Joseph B. Tamney, “American Views of Islam, Post 9/11,” Islamic Studies 43, no. 4 (2004): 608. 
59 Anna Mansson McGinty, “‘Faith Drives Me to Be an Activist’: Two American Muslim Women on Faith, 
Outreach, and Gender,” The Muslim World 102, no. 2 (2012): 374; Kazi, “Islamophilia,” 162-163. 

https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010916-2.html
https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010916-2.html
https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/text/20010920-8.html
https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/text/20010920-8.html
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 This thesis relies on a number of primary sources, which have allowed me to demonstrate 

the motivations behind progressive and mainstream Muslims’ gender activism and their 

relationship to one another in the domestic and global religious centers.60 These include memoirs, 

organizational reports, music albums, and magazines. I also engaged in “online ethnography” to 

study progressive and mainstream organizational websites and analyzed Muslim-Americans’ 

social media activism through “online participant observation.”61 As an online participant 

observer, I joined Facebook groups and followed the Twitter accounts of activists and 

organizations to gather information for my research. I also employed “person-centered 

ethnography” by conducting interviews with Muslim activists.62 Further, the thesis relies on the 

methods of “visual anthropology” to analyze photographs of Muslim prayer configurations and 

prayer spaces, organizational infographics and videos, as well as documentaries.63  

 

Chapter Breakdown 

The first chapter traces post-9/11 manifestations of American progressive Islam by 

introducing the actors who openly called themselves progressive Muslims and began to call for 

greater gender justice in American practices of Islam. I begin with the 2003 publication of Omid 

Safi’s Progressive Muslims: On Justice, Gender, and Pluralism, then focus on activism from the 

progressive website MuslimWakeup!, as well as the mosque activism of Asra Nomani. The chapter 

moves on to examine the formation of the Progressive Muslim Union (PMU) in 2004, designed as 

a progressive alternative to ISNA and CAIR, and the PMU-sponsored mixed-gender Friday prayer 

                                                 
60 Amber Wutich, et al., “Text Analysis,” in Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology, 498-522. 
61 Jeffrey G. Snodgrass, “Ethnography of Online Cultures,” in Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology, 437-
466. 
62 This was done after completing IRB requirements. Robert I. Levy and Douglas W. Hollan, “Person-Centered 
Interviewing and Observation,” in Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology, 296–325. 
63 Fadwa El Guindi, “Visual Anthropology,” in Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology, 414-436. 
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in 2005, led by Islamic feminist Amina Wadud, which I term the “Wadud-Jummah.” Although the 

prayer was controversial and was one of the factors that led to the PMU’s disbanding in 2006, I 

argue that sponsoring the prayer was important to the PMU in presenting itself as an organization 

for “good Muslims,” to reform “bad Muslims” domestically.  

The second chapter analyzes the formation and activism of Muslims for Progressive Values 

(MPV), founded in 2007 by former PMU members Zuriani (Ani) Zonneveld and Pamela Taylor. 

Learning from the PMU’s failures, MPV clearly outlined how it defined its progressive values and 

continued challenging mainstream Islam domestically and globally. MPV also opened alternative 

women-friendly mosques and protested unequal women’s spaces in Washington D.C.’s 

mainstream mosques. Because they did not attempt to consult the women at these mosques and 

instead spoke for them, this chapter argues that MPV activists had internalized American attitudes 

of saviorism, occupying their role as “good Muslims” with a duty to speak for mainstream Muslim 

women who could not speak for themselves. This savior activism extended to periphery Muslim 

countries, where MPV attempted to spread their interpretation of what it meant to be a “good 

Muslim.” I argue that through their activism, MPV sought to make their version of Islam, and the 

United States, the new religious center.  

The third chapter examines the mainstreaming of progressive values of gender justice by 

activists from the domestic center and demonstrates how their tactics differed from those of 

progressives by seeking to educate, rather than shame, their community. It focuses on Sudanese-

American Hind Makki’s social media activism, which included publishing images highlighting the 

differences in men and women’s mosque spaces, and the activities of the Institute for Social Policy 

and Understanding (ISPU) and its efforts to produce data on mosques in order to make mosques 

more woman-friendly. It then covers the opening of the first recorded woman-only American 
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mosque in 2015. The chapter concludes by examining how ISNA and CAIR began to address 

gender justice issues during this period.  

The conclusion serves as an epilogue and explores the movement of Muslim-American 

activism to the internet, which emerged as a “medium space” for mainstream and progressive 

Muslims in the religious center and periphery. It examines the “Feminist Islamic Troublemakers 

of North America” (FITNA) and the “One Masjid Movement,” which used social media to achieve 

gender justice and empower Muslim women.64 I argue that Muslim-American activists’ movement 

to these online spaces resulted in a shift in power structure between the old global religious center 

and periphery, as American-based online groups became more accessible to global Muslims. This 

change led to the creation of a potentially new global Muslim center, the online space, and has 

achieved one of the goals previously advanced by progressive Muslims: creating a new global 

Muslim center.  

 

Literature Review 

Many scholars have addressed theological and historical opinions on women’s prayer roles 

and activism. In Prayer in Islamic Thought and Practice, Marion Katz analyzes Muslim women’s 

prayer role and the topic of women led prayer from an Islamic legal perspective.65 In her other 

scholarly work, she has traced the changing nature of Islamic interpretations of women’s roles in 

the mosque, which became gradually more restrictive over time.66 Leila Ahmed’s Women and 

Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate, also addresses the historical limitations on 

                                                 
64 FITNA, About This Group Facebook Page, March 18, 2016, accessed February 4, 2020, 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/feministfitna/about/; One Masjid Movement, About This Group Facebook Page, 
November 30, 2019, accessed February 4, 2020, https://www.facebook.com/groups/OneMasjidMovement/about/. 
65 Marion Holmes Katz, Prayer in Islamic Thought and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
66 Katz, Women in the Mosque. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/feministfitna/about/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/OneMasjidMovement/about/
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women’s access to the mosque, and focuses specifically on Umar bin al-Khattab’s influence on 

prayer space construction.67 In Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject, 

Saba Mahmood described Egyptian women’s mosque activism in the 1990s.68 Further, Jonathan 

Brown’s Misquoting Muhammad: The Challenge and Choices of Interpreting the Prophet's 

Legacy addresses the Umm Waraqah hadith, commonly cited by progressive Muslims to justify 

their arguments. Although Brown maintains that woman-led mixed-gender prayers defy 

mainstream practices, he does not dispute its religious validity.69 

Scholars have also traced the history of Muslims in the United States. Kambiz 

GhaneaBassiri, Yvonne Haddad, Jane Smith, and Karen Leonard have studied the arrival and 

establishment of Muslim communities in America and how they negotiated their identities in 

American society.70 The turning point for Islam in America, however, was the 1965 Immigration 

and Naturalization Act, which paved the way for an influx of Muslim immigrants and led to an 

increase in the construction of mosques and Islamic schools.71 Juliane Hammer argues that this 

was also a turning point for Muslim women because before 1965, the Muslim-American 

community was mainly comprised of men who constructed mosque spaces specifically for men.72 

John Esposito and other scholars have noted that many of these post-1965 Muslim immigrants to 

the United States differed from their European counterparts because they were more highly skilled 

                                                 
67 Leila Ahmed, Women and Gender in Islam, 60-61. 
68 Mahmood, Politics of Piety. 
69 Jonathan A.C. Brown, Misquoting Muhammad: The Challenge and Choices of Interpreting the Prophet's Legacy 
(London: Oneworld Publications, 2014), 189-199. 
70 Ghanea Bassiri, A History of Islam in America; Yvonne Haddad, ed., The Muslims of America (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), Leonard, “Muslims in the West”; Jane Smith, Islam in America (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2010).  
71 Juliane Hammer, “Gender Justice in a Prayer: American Muslim Women's Exegesis, Authority, and Leadership,” 
HAWWA: Journal of Women of the Middle East and the Islamic World 8, no. 1 (2010): 43; Zaman, “From Imam to 
Cyber Mufti,” 465. 
72 Hammer, “Gender Justice in a Prayer,” 42-43. 
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and educated than Muslim immigrants that went to Europe.73 As a result, Muslim immigrants in 

the United States tended to occupy higher socio-economic statuses which added to their self-

perception as richer minorities with a limited element of social, political, and economic power.  

Scholarly literature on Muslim-Americans also examines their status as a “model minority” 

in the United States, leading up to the late 1980s, and demonstrates how such beliefs were 

ultimately shattered by 9/11.74 In her work, Nadine Naber argues that until the late 1980s, Arab-

Americans were an accepted “model minority” in “white middle-class America,” who “enjoyed a 

general proximity to whiteness.”75 By the late 1980s, Arab-Americans had increasingly become a 

“problem minority” because of increased American involvement in the Middle East, which 

increased the racial and religious stereotyping of Arabs and Muslims.76 Arun Kundnani makes 

similar arguments in The Muslims Are Coming!: Islamophobia, Extremism, and the Domestic War 

on Terror, where he traced the emergence of Arab Muslims as a “problem minority” at the end of 

the Cold War.77 Jamilah Karim addressed Muslim-Americans’ further loss of status as a “model 

minority” after 9/11 in American Muslim Women: Negotiating Race, Class, and Gender within the 

Ummah.78 Further, Vijay Prashad’s The Karma of Brown Folk is an essential text on understanding 

the problematic history of South Asians identifying as a “model minority,” and how such ideas 

only increase racism against African-Americans.79 This thesis builds on this work to analyze how 

                                                 
73 John L. Esposito, “America's Muslims: Issues of Identity, Religious Diversity, and Pluralism,” in Thomas F. 
Banchoff, ed. Democracy and the New Religious Pluralism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 134; Zaman, 
“From Imam to Cyber Mufti,” 465.  
74 The model minority myth identifies particular minorities in the United States as “model” minority groups because 
of their high level of educational attainment and socio-economic success. 
75 Nadine Naber, Arab America: Gender, Cultural Politics, and Activism (New York: New York University Press, 
2012) 26. 
76 Ibid., 36. 
77 Kundnani, The Muslims Are Coming! 43-46. 
78 Karim, American Muslim Women, 40. 
79 Vijay Prashad, The Karma of Brown Folk (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001). Also see Vijay 
Prashad, Uncle Swami: South Asians in America Today (New York: The New Press, 2012) for more about the 
treatment of South Asians after 9/11.  
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progressive Muslims sought to reclaim this status by defining themselves as the new “model 

minority” among Muslim-Americans. 

Many scholars have highlighted the diversity of Muslim-American communities and the 

differing roles Muslim women play in them. This includes Edward Curtis’ edited volume, The 

Columbia Sourcebook of Muslims in the United States.80 His volume includes essays on Muslim 

women’s rights and perspectives on the Wadud-Jummah, as well as the theological and social 

acceptance of women’s prayer leadership.81 Haddad and Smith’s The Oxford Handbook of 

American Islam similarly explains the Muslim-American community’s diversity and the 

relationship between Muslim-Americans and the global Muslim community during GWOT.82 The 

book covers various aspects of women’s experiences, but only one section is dedicated to the issue 

of women’s mosque spaces.83 This thesis builds on these works to demonstrate how progressive 

Muslims fit into the larger history of American Islam. 

There is also a plethora of scholarship on Muslim-American experiences after 9/11. 

Aladdin Elassar’s Silent Victims: The Plight of Arab and Muslim Americans in Post 9/11 America, 

analyzes the lives of Muslim-American leaders and their “good Muslim” condemnations of 

terrorism.84 Moustafa Bayoumi’s How Does It Feel to Be a Problem?: Being Young and Arab in 

America, presents the real stories of Arab-American youth in New York and the discrimination 

they faced after 9/11.85 In American Islamophobia: Understanding the Roots and Rise of Fear, 

Khaled Beydoun traces the history of Islamophobia in the United States, from the enslavement of 

                                                 
80 Edward E. Curtis, IV, ed., The Columbia Sourcebook of Muslims in the United States (New York City: Columbia 
University Press, 2008). 
81 Ibid., see Part 4, “Women, Gender, and Sexuality in American Islam,” 179-263. 
82 Haddad and Smith, eds., The Oxford Handbook of American Islam. 
83 Ibid., 235. 
84 Aladdin Elaasar, Silent Victims: The Plight of Arab and Muslim Americans in Post 9/11 America 9/11 (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 2010).  
85 Moustafa Bayoumi, How Does It Feel to Be a Problem?: Being Young and Arab in America (New York: Penguin 
Books, 2009). 
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African Muslims until the Trump era.86 Other scholars have also considered how the post-9/11 era 

directly impacted Muslim women. In Islamic Sisterhood: The Meaning of Veiling in Post-9/11 

New York, Etsuko Maruoka-Donnelly and Uzma Rashid analyzed what veiling meant in a post-

9/11 American society and how it influenced Muslim-American identity.87 Yvonne Haddad, Jane 

Smith, and Kathleen Moore also explore the issues facing Muslim-American women and how they 

engaged in their own definitions of American Islam in Muslim Women in America: The Challenge 

of Islamic Identity Today.88 This thesis builds on this scholarship to show how the post-9/11 era 

impacted the activism of progressive and mainstream Muslims regarding gender justice issues.  

Other scholars have analyzed the history of mosque architecture in the United States and 

noted that it was often reminiscent of Muslim-majority countries, including in its construction of 

segregated prayer spaces. Maryam Eskandari has argued that the construction of American 

mosques reproduced the models of overseas mosques to create “culturally nostalgic” spaces.89 In 

his own work, Akel Kahera writes about the relationship between women’s access to the mosque 

and the theoretical “understanding of space and gender,” emphasizing the importance of women’s 

attendance and inclusion in American mosques and how this impacts their participation in the 

Muslim community’s public space.90 Similarly, in American Muslim Women, Jamillah Karim 

compares the opinions and activism of African-American and immigrant women at mainstream 

                                                 
86 Khaled A. Beydoun, American Islamophobia: Understanding the Roots and Rise of Fear (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2018). 
87 Etsuko Maruoka-Donnelly, Islamic Sisterhood: The Meaning of Veiling in Post-9/11 New York (Newcastle upon 
Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2018); Uzma Rashid, “Muslim Women in America: Challenges and Politics 
of Diversity Within American Muslim Community,” Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs 37, no. 4 (2017): 481-495.  
88 Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Jane I. Smith, and Kathleen M. Moore, Muslim Women in America: The Challenge of 
Islamic Identity Today (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
89 Maryam Eskandari, “Women's Places and Spaces in Contemporary American Mosque,” Local Identities Global 
Challenges-ACSA, 2011, 194. 
90 Akel Ismail Kahera, Deconstructing the American Mosque: Space, Gender, and Aesthetics (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 2002), 15, 132. 
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mosques in Chicago and Atlanta.91 This thesis relies on this scholarship to analyze how American 

mosque architecture has reflected gender hierarchies that favors men over women.  

There has also been a large amount of work on progressive Islam written by progressive 

Muslims themselves. One of the most important of these is Omid Safi’s edited volume Progressive 

Muslims: On Justice, Gender and Pluralism, which initiated the progressive movement after 9/11 

and covers the central issues that have been important to the movement, including the issue of 

Islam and modernity, Islamic feminism, and identity.92 Besides their important place in Islamic 

feminist literature, Amina Wadud’s Qur'an and Woman and Inside the Gender Jihad: Women's 

Reform in Islam are also held in high esteem by progressive Muslims who have relied on her 

scholarship to legitimize and theologically contextualize their gender justice activism.93 Farid 

Esack’s The Qur’an: A User’s Guide has also been an important reinterpretation of the Qur’an.94 

The scholarly work of Kecia Ali, including her book Sexual Ethics and Islam: Feminist Reflections 

on Qur’an, Hadith, and Jurisprudence, has also been an important example of a feminist re-telling 

of Islamic scripture.95 Progressive activist and scholar Nevin Reda’s work has also built on Leila 

Ahmed’s earlier arguments and explained that genders were not segregated in early Islam; men 

and women prayed next to each other and women easily accessed mosques without any 

limitations.96 Another scholar in this field who self-defined as a progressive Muslim is Adis 

Duderija, whose study, The Imperatives of Progressive Islam, examines the works of prominent 

                                                 
91 Karim, American Muslim Women. 
92 Safi, ed., Progressive Muslims. 
93 Wadud, Qur'an and Woman and Inside the Gender Jihad. 
94 Farid Esack, The Qur’an: A User’s Guide (Oxford: Oneworld, 2005). 
95 Kecia Ali, Sexual Ethics and Islam: Feminist Reflections on Qur’an, Hadith, and Jurisprudence (London, 
England: Oneworld Publications, 2006). 
96 Nevin Reda, “Women in the Mosque: Historical Perspectives on Segregation,” The American Journal of Islamic 
Social Sciences 21, no. 2 (2004): 86, 93. 
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progressive Muslims, including scholar-activists Farid Esack and Amina Wadud.97 This thesis 

relies on these sources as both primary and secondary texts. 

Although some of the progressive activism covered in this thesis is mentioned by 

academics, most scholars have focused primarily on progressive Muslims’ earlier activism and 

end their analyses after the founding of MPV in 2007. Juliane Hammer has dedicated the most 

scholarly attention to progressive Muslim organizations and their activism.98 She has analyzed the 

PMU and the Wadud-Jummah alongside other forms of Muslim-American activism, while 

contextualizing theological rulings on the questions of woman-led and mixed-gender prayers. Her 

work, however, only focuses on the early progressive activism that I cover in my first chapter and 

only briefly mentions MPV. Ahmed and Haddad also grant superficial coverage to the PMU in 

their scholarship.99 Omid Safi and Juliane Hammer’s edited volume, The Cambridge Companion 

to American Islam, provides a deep explanation of the history and practice of American Islam but 

only briefly mentions the work of the PMU and MPV.100 Other scholars who have analyzed 

women-led prayers and progressive gender activism include Laury Silvers, Meena Sharify-Funk, 

and Munira Kassam Haddad.101 Geneive Abdo addresses responses to the Wadud-Jummah by 

women in the mainstream community in Mecca and Main Street: Muslim Life in America After 

                                                 
97 Adis Duderija, The Imperatives of Progressive Islam (New York: Routledge, 2017). 
98 Hammer, American Muslim Women; Juliane Hammer, “Performing Gender Justice: The 2005 Woman-led Prayer 
in New York,” Contemporary Islam 4 (2010): 91-116; Hammer, “Gender Justice in a Prayer"; Hammer, “Activism 
as Embodied Tafsir: Negotiating Women’s Authority, Leadership, and Space in North America” in Masooda Bano 
and Hilary E. Kalmbach, eds., Women, Leadership and Mosques (Leiden: Brill, 2012): 457-480. 
99 Leila Ahmed, “American Muslim Women’s Activism in the Twenty-First Century,” in A Quiet Revolution: The 
Veil’s Resurgence, from the Middle East to America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), 274-276; Haddad 
and Harb, “Post-9/11,” 486-487. 
100 Zain Abdullah, “American Muslims in the Contemporary World: 1965 to the Present,” in Safi and Hammer, eds, 
The Cambridge Companion to American Islam, 77, and Leonard, “Organizing Communities,” 185. 
101 Simonetta Calderini, “Contextualizing Arguments about Female Ritual Leadership (Women Imams) in Classical 
Islamic Sources,” Comparative Islamic Studies 5, no. 1 (2009): 5-32; Meena Sharify-Funk and Munira Kassam 
Haddad, “Where Do Women ‘Stand’ in Islam,” Feminist Review 102, no. 1 (2012): 41-61; Ahmed Elewa and Laury 
Silvers, “‘I Am One of the People’: A Survey and Analysis of Legal Arguments on Woman-led Prayer in Islam,” 
Journal of Law and Religion 26, no. 1 (2011): 141-171. 
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9/11, but does not explore reactions to other forms of progressive activism.102 Finally, in Taking 

Back God: American Women Rising Up for Religious Equality, Leora Tanenbaum compares 

American women’s activism across religious groups and dedicates one chapter to progressive 

Muslims, mainly focusing on the early activism of Asra Nomani, MuslimWakeup!, and the 

PMU.103  

This thesis fills a vacuum in the current scholarship by analyzing how progressive Muslim 

activists and organizations in the religious periphery have challenged the mainstream religious 

domestic and global centers’ view of gender after 9/11, and notably after the demise of the PMU. 

This thesis also examines the activism of mainstream groups and individuals in the second decade 

of the twenty-first century to analyze the impact progressive Muslims have had on mainstream 

Muslims and the extent to which gender activism has become a mainstream issue.  

 

Concepts and Terminology 

Before delving into the thesis itself, it is important to define the key terms and concepts on 

which this thesis relies. While I recognize that the term “progressive” is, in and of itself, a loaded 

term, I use the phrase “progressive Muslims” to refer to the specific group of Muslims who 

explicitly self-identified as such or were affiliated with progressive Muslim activists and 

organizations.104 Because I focus on religious activism, I do not use the term to refer to individuals 

who claim to be politically progressive. Some mainstream Muslims may call themselves politically 

                                                 
102 Geneive Abdo, Mecca and Main Street: Muslim Life in America After 9/11 (Oxford University Press, 2006), 144-
146, 159. 
103 Leora Tanenbaum, Taking Back God: American Women Rising Up for Religious Equality (New York: Farrar, 
Straus, and Giroux, 2009), 158-196. 
104 For more on the problematic nature of the word “progressive” and its imperial relationship to Muslims, see 
Esack, “Progressive Islam-A Rose by Any Name?” 87, 92-93. 
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“progressive” while adhering to mainstream practices of Islam and opposing the religious practices 

adopted by progressive Muslims.  

I use the term “mainstream” to refer to Muslims associated with popular Muslim-American 

organizations, including ISNA and CAIR, and Muslims who adhered to dominant interpretations 

of Islam, including a number of global Muslims. The term “mainstream,” is also a problematic, 

catch-all term, since mainstream Muslims often differ amongst themselves on certain religious 

practices and, depending on the issue and the individual, may adhere to more liberal or 

conservative interpretations of their faith. While recognizing the internal complexity of 

mainstream Muslims, this thesis nonetheless argues that organizations such as CAIR and ISNA 

tend to represent Muslim-Americans in mainstream American society and play an important role 

in helping to regulate and unify mainstream Muslim practices in the United States.  

Progressive Muslim gender activism was driven by values of social justice and egalitarian 

aims. For this reason, I use the phrase “gender justice,” to refer to progressive goals of obtaining 

greater equality for women, including obtaining equal prayer spaces in mosques, addressing 

physical barriers between men and women’s prayer spaces, obtaining equal representation in 

mosque leadership, and allowing women to serve in religious roles. Of course, progressive 

Muslims defined gender justice in broader ways that extended beyond these specific issues. This 

thesis, however, focuses primarily on their activism in this specific realm.  

To understand why progressive Muslims were concerned about gender equality issues in 

the mosque, it is necessary to understand the gendered allocation of space in most mainstream 

mosques. Most mosques designate separate entrances based on gender. Men’s entrances generally 

serve as the main entrance of the mosque, while most women’s entrances are side entrances, or 

back entrances (see Figures 2 and 3 below). Similarly, most mussallas are separated according to 
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gender. Men’s prayer spaces occupy the mosques’ main halls, where the imam is located. When 

the prayer spaces are not separated by a curtain, barrier, or wall in the main congregational prayer 

space, women’s prayer spaces are often in separate halls, balconies, or basements. The difference 

in spatial location and allocation prevents women from interacting with the imam, and, in some 

cases, from seeing him, while men hold the imam’s primary attention.105 In addition to praying 

separately, in mainstream congregational prayers men normally pray in front of women, even when 

there is a physical barrier in place separating the two genders.106  

 

 

Figure 2:  
Main entrance of Dar Al-Hijrah Islamic Center in Falls Church, Virginia.107 

 

                                                 
105 When men and women are separated by barriers, women either have a full view of the men’s section through 
glass screens, or the barrier may partially obstruct their view of the imam. In cases where women occupy separate 
prayer spaces, the imam is projected onto a television screen, where they see him, but he does not see them. 
106 An American mosque that defies this configuration is a mosque in Toledo, Ohio, where the genders pray next to 
each other, but are separated horizontally. Wadud, Inside the Gender Jihad, 175. 
107 Image taken from Omar Khalidi, “Northern Facade, with Mosque Entrance,” 1992, ArchNet, accessed April 22, 
2020, https://archnet.org/sites/14713/media_contents/98630. 

https://archnet.org/sites/14713/media_contents/98630.
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Figure 3: 
Women’s entrance of Dar Al-Hijrah Islamic Center in Falls Church, Virginia.108 

 
Gender also plays an important role in who may occupy religious positions in the mosque 

and at what moments, and for whom they may do so. Although in most mainstream congregational 

prayers the imam is a man, progressive Muslims have argued on behalf of women serving the role 

in congregational mixed-gender prayers. Most mainstream Muslims, with the exception of a 

minority, hold the view that women may only serve as imams in woman-only prayers. Some 

mainstream Muslims have also limited women imams to leading only the five daily prayers, or 

additional sunnah prayers, believing that a woman cannot serve as the imam for the Jummah 

prayer. Jummah is the main congregational prayer for Muslims, where the imam can serve as the 

khateeb and offer the khutbah, or another person can serve as the khateeb, while the imam leads 

the after-sermon prayer. 

The word sunnah holds a number of meanings in the Islamic lexicon. It can refer to 

additional prayers to the five daily prayers, including Taraweeh and Qiyam. In Islamic theology 

                                                 
108 Image taken from Maryam Eskandari, “Ladies Entrance on Southern Facade,” 2010, ArchNet, accessed April 22, 
2020, https://archnet.org/sites/14713/media_contents/98737. 

https://archnet.org/sites/14713/media_contents/98737.
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and jurisprudence, sunnah can also refer to additional theological texts to the Qur’an. Muslims will 

also call for a return to the sunnah, which refers to a return to the practices of the Prophet. To 

advance their mosque activism, progressive activists cite a contested hadith, where the reportedly 

Prophet allowed Umm Waraqah, a woman, to lead the people in her home in prayer.109 Thus, this 

practice relies on sunnah literature, to mirror an alleged sunnah practice. 

A key concept in progressive Muslim gender activism is the idea of the “Meccan Salat,” 

also known as Makkan prayer, which they consider the ideal prayer to advance gender justice. 

Reflected in Figure 4 below, a “Meccan Salat” is one where men and women pray alongside each 

other, and where women may pray in front of men. This prayer configuration is performed at 

Makkah, Saudi Arabia, during Hajj. Mainstream Muslims have argued that this prayer 

configuration is specific to Makkah because it is overcrowded and unsafe during Hajj.110 As 

indicated in Figure 5, however, there are other instances of crowded congregational prayers where 

men and women pray alongside one another. Progressive scholar Amina Wadud has encouraged 

applying the “Meccan Salat” to regular prayer practices, claiming it is a right given to Muslim 

women.111 She has been joined by other progressive Muslims who have also argued that this prayer 

configuration should become mainstream practice.112 In this thesis, I use “mixed-gender prayer” 

to refer to progressive Muslim prayers that adopt the “Meccan Salat.”  

 

                                                 
109 Calderini, “Contextualizing Arguments,” 12; Wadud, Inside the Gender Jihad, 177; Hammer, American Muslim 
Women,17, 21, 77-99.  
110 For a Sheikh’s answer on the permissibility of mixed-gender prayers and the Meccan-salat, see Salman Younas, 
“Can Men and Women Pray Together? – SeekersGuidance,” SeekersGuidance, accessed April 18, 2020, 
https://seekersguidance.org/answers/hanafi-fiqh/can-men-and-women-pray-together/. 
111 Wadud, Inside the Gender Jihad, 175-177. 
112 See for example Asra Nomani, Standing Alone: An American Woman’s Struggle for the Soul of Islam (San 
Francisco: Harper Collins, 2005), 203. 

https://seekersguidance.org/answers/hanafi-fiqh/can-men-and-women-pray-together/
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Figure 4: 

Men and women performing the Meccan Salat during Hajj in 2003.113 
 

 
 

Figure 5:  
A mixed-gender Eid prayer at Cairo, Egypt in 2014.114 

                                                 
113 Image taken from A. Abbas,” PAR282735,” ProMagnum Photos, 2003, accessed November 26, 2019, 
https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&STID=2TYRYDI5038R. Abbas was a well-known 
photographer working for Magnum and took a series of pictures for the company during Hajj in 2003. 
114 Image taken from Nervana Mahmoud. Nervana Mahmoud (@Nervana_1), 2014, “Here is a photo from Eid 
prayer in #Egypt. Men and women are praying side by side, just as in Mecca,” Twitter, July 29, 2014, 1:26 AM, 
accessed April 5, 2019, https://twitter.com/Nervana_1/status/494247677300051968. 

https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&STID=2TYRYDI5038R
https://twitter.com/Nervana_1/status/494247677300051968
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Chapter 1: Early Post-9/11 Progressive Activism 
 

“Progressive Muslims begin with a simple yet radical stance: the Muslim community as a whole 
cannot achieve justice unless justice is guaranteed for Muslim women. In short, there can be no 
progressive interpretation of Islam without gender justice.”115 
 

— Omid Safi, Progressive Muslims: On Justice, Gender, and Pluralism, 2003 
 

 
Written two years after 9/11, progressive Muslim scholar Omid Safi’s argument that social 

justice could not be realized without achieving gender justice reflected Muslim-Americans’ 

growing concerns with patriarchy in their communities and mosques. The issue was of particular 

concern because public attacks on Muslims and Islamophobic critiques championed the notion that 

the oppression of women was central to Islam. Safi’s statements would also expose internal 

divisions in the Muslim-American community, when progressive Muslims in the domestic 

religious periphery became vocal on gender issues and critiqued the practices of mainstream 

Muslims in the domestic and global religious centers.  

Along with Safi, other progressive Muslims, would work together to form the Progressive 

Muslim Union in 2004, highlighting gender justice as one of their main goals. The PMU acted 

quickly by sponsoring a mixed-gender woman-led prayer, termed the “Wadud-Jummah,” at Synod 

House of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in March 2005. Yet, their approach was 

counterproductive to achieving gender justice, as it subjected the Muslim community to additional 

Islamophobic attacks from the American mainstream. In doing so, progressives affirmed the 

dominant ideology’s belief regarding Islam’s alleged oppression of women.116 The PMU would 

later face other challenges as well, including schisms within their organizations that would soon 

                                                 
115 Omid Safi, “The Times They Are A-Changin’- A Muslim Quest for Justice, Gender, Equality, and Pluralism,” 
10, Introduction to Omid Safi, ed., Progressive Muslims, hereafter cited as Safi, “The Times.” 
116 Zahra Billoo, phone interview by Sara Abdelghany, January 17, 2020. Hereafter cited as Billoo Interview. 
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lead to its disbanding. Thus, progressive Muslims’ adoption of radical activism affirmed their place 

as a periphery within the Muslim-American community. Their rhetoric vis-à-vis mainstream 

Muslims also reflected their internalization of the good Muslim/bad Muslim narrative. As a result 

of adopting these narratives and tactics, their efforts soon led to their rejection by mainstream 

Muslims.  

 

A Manifesto for Progressive Muslims 

Safi’s Progressive Muslims, published in April 2003, occupied multiple roles; it served as 

a manifesto of progressive Muslim ideology, a response to 9/11, and an analysis of the faults 

progressive Muslims saw in the mainstream community.117 He upheld the progressive Muslim aim 

of inclusivity in the book’s introduction when he wrote about the importance of “social justice, 

gender justice, and pluralism.”118 He also explained that progressive Muslims were concerned 

“with transforming hearts and societies alike” and that this transformation could only come about 

from an awareness of social injustices in “Muslim and non-Muslim communities.”119 Safi also 

argued that, to achieve justice, Muslim women’s rights needed to become a priority for Muslims, 

not only in the Muslim-American community - the periphery, but also in the global Muslim 

community - the center.120  

In the book, Safi, and other progressive Muslims, also criticized the rise and influence of 

Wahhabism, which he described as a “lifeless, narrow, exclusivist, and oppressive ideology,” 

pretending to be Islam.121 Progressive Muslims’ concerns regarding the rising influence of 

                                                 
117 Although Safi explicitly noted that the book should not serve as a “Progressive Muslim manifesto,” its impact on 
the movement would result in the book playing this role. Safi, “The Times,” 7. See also Jamila Drozdikova, 
“Progressive Muslims,” Asian and African Studies, 14, No. 1, (2005): 84. 
118 Safi, “The Times,” 3. 
119 Ibid., 6. 
120 Ibid., 10. 
121 Ibid., 8. 
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Wahhabi ideologies dated back to the 1980s Islamic revivalist period. Part of their critique also 

included Saudi Arabia’s and other Muslim-majority countries’ foreign funding of mainstream 

mosques in the United States and abroad.122 Rising Wahhabism, they argued, was an intrinsic 

factor in the growing injustices in the Muslim community, reflecting one of the mainstream 

center’s faults.123 This fault accounted for progressive arguments regarding the mainstream’s need 

for reform; the mainstream had to reject Wahhabi influence and funding to demonstrate that they 

were “good Muslims.” Given the links between Saudi Arabia, the spread of radical Wahhabi 

ideology and 9/11, such arguments were directly tied to the post-9/11 geopolitical context. 

Progressive Muslims also covered the relationship between women and Islam by 

dedicating four chapters to Islamic feminism and Muslim women’s rights. In her chapter, 

“Transforming Feminism: Islam, Women and Gender Justice,” Sa’diyya Shaikh traced feminist 

understandings of Islam and Muslim women from early Western feminist movements in the 

beginning of the twentieth century to Islamic feminist movements in the late twentieth century.124 

Muslim feminist legal scholar Kecia Ali examined adaptations of Islamic law on the institution of 

marriage and argued that progressive Muslims needed a new jurisprudence which balanced Islamic 

law with modern understandings of marriage.125 Scott Siraj al-Haqq Kugle explored the 

relationship between sexuality and Islamic law in his chapter, “Sexuality, diversity and ethics in 

the agenda of progressive Muslims.”126 While Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons continued Shaikh’s 

discussion of Islamic feminism in “Are we up to the challenge? The need for radical re-ordering 

                                                 
122 Jennifer Friedlin, “The Americanization of Islam?” The Jerusalem Report, November 29, 2004, 29-30; Abdo, 
Mecca and Main Street, 140; Jocelyn Cesari, “Islamic Organizations in the United States,” in Smith and Haddad, 
The Oxford Handbook of American Islam, 79. 
123 See for example Safi, “The Times,” 8; Sharify-Funk and Haddad, “Where Do Women ‘Stand’ in Islam,” 56; 
Ahmed, A Quiet Revolution, 275; Esack, “Progressive Islam-A Rose by Any Name?” 88. 
124 Shaikh, “Transforming Feminism,” 147, 162. 
125 Kecia Ali, “Progressive Muslims and Islamic Jurisprudence,” in Safi, Progressive Islam, 163-189. 
126 Scott Siraj al-Haqq Kugle, “Sexuality, Diversity and Ethics in the Agenda of Progressive Muslims,” in Safi, 
Progressive Islam, 190-235. 
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of the Islamic discourse on women.”127 Ten other chapters were devoted to progressive Muslim 

opinions on Islam’s relationship with modernity and pluralism. Indeed, Safi’s book served as a 

post-9/11 compilation of progressive Muslim critiques of mainstream Islam and offered potential 

solutions on how to reform global and domestic mainstream Muslim communities. 

 

Muslim? Wake Up! 

By the time Safi’s book was published, his calls for change had already been put into action 

by some of his progressive allies. One of the most important online spaces for post-9/11 

progressive activism was the website MuslimWakeUp! where progressive Muslims published 

articles that encouraged their alternative version of Islam. Ahmed Nassef and Patricia Dunn 

founded the website in January 2003 to provide an alternative space for Muslims who “felt 

alienated” in their “conservative” Muslim communities and mosques.128 Nassef and Dunn had met 

in 1988 as students at the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA), where Nassef served 

as the president of UCLA’s MSA chapter.129 In justifying the necessity of this alternative space 

for progressive Muslims, Nassef and Dunn expressed that they had felt an “isolation from other 

Muslim Americans” after 9/11.130 Although most of MuslimWakeUp!’s membership was based in 

North America, it extended to Muslims abroad and was accessed by members of the global Muslim 

community. By November 2004, the website had over 60,000 people visiting it monthly, reflecting 

the increasing support by Muslims wishing to explore opinions that deviated from mainstream 

practices.131  

                                                 
127 Gwendolyn Zoharah Simmons, “Are We Up to the Challenge?” Ibid., 235-250. 
128 Lisa Marie Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous Deeds’: Women, Islam and Grassroots Organizing within the United 
States,” (Master's thesis, Sarah Lawrence College, 2011), 39. 
129 Ibid., 38.  
130 Ibid., 39.  
131 Friedlin, “The Americanization of Islam?” 29-30.  
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Part of MuslimWakeUp!’s strategy to achieve gender justice and spread progressive Islam 

was publishing articles that dealt specifically with women’s issues and emphasized the importance 

of empowering Muslim women.132 The editors made a point to publish articles by female activists, 

including Pamela Taylor, Nevin Reda, and Mohja Kahf, who were featured numerous times on the 

website. Indeed, Kahf had her own dedicated column called “Sex and the Ummah.”133 Kahf’s 

articles about women, sexuality, and Islam encouraged free discussion of these topics, directly 

challenging mainstream Muslims, who discouraged discussion of female sexuality in the public 

space.134 Kahf also tackled controversial topics, including the hijab, which she described as a 

symbol of deep-rooted patriarchy and oppression.135 Such gender-based criticisms were also 

discouraged in the mainstream community, which generally encouraged women to wear the 

hijab.136  

In an interview, Nassef would advance Safi’s claims about Wahhabism, arguing that one 

of the factors linked to increasing interest in MuslimWakeUp! was “the vacuum of Muslim 

leadership” caused by Wahhabism.137 Nassef’s statement indicated that mainstream Muslims were 

not only suffering from a lack of central authority, but that Wahhabism had become that central 

authority. It was this religious authority that progressive groups like MuslimWakeUp! sought to 

replace. The site’s popularity among Muslims in North America and across the globe would further 

point to growing concerns about Wahhabism from the perspectives of like-minded Muslims.  

                                                 
132 Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous,” 40.  
133 Aziz P, “Cowards hack MuslimWakeUp!” City of Brass (blog), entry posted December 17, 2004, accessed 
August 12, 2019, http://cityofbrass.blogspot.com/2004/12/cowards-hack-muslimwakeup.html; Merolle, “‘...And do 
Righteous,” 45. The individuals in the hacker group were never identified. 
134 Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous Deeds,’” 41. 
135 Ibid. 
136 On mainstream Muslim-Americans’ views of veiling, see Maruoka-Donnelly, Islamic Sisterhood; Rashid, 
“Muslim Women in America,” 484. 
137 Ibid. Of course, critiques of Wahhabism are more linked to Sunni Islam than Shi’a Islam, because Wahhabism is 
a Sunni ideology and because Shi’as have a central authority - the Ayatollah. 

http://cityofbrass.blogspot.com/2004/12/cowards-hack-muslimwakeup.html
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MuslimWakeUp!’s critiques of the mainstream did not go unchallenged, and in December 

2004, MuslimWakeUp! was hacked by an anonymous group of conservative Muslims that called 

itself the Islamic OxChallenge Brigades. The group opposed the discussion of controversial 

topics on the website, specifically regarding sex and the hijab.138 In a statement they published 

on the hacked site, Islamic OxChallenge Brigades directly attacked the website’s discussions of 

female sexuality and cited the negative views of the hijab on Kahf’s column as offensive.139 The 

hackers also changed the website’s name to “Murtad WakeUp!,” implying that the website was 

run by apostates, “murtads,” and signifying that they did not recognize the website as valid 

expressions of Islam, or its contributors as legitimate Muslims.140 In the next four months, 

Nassef would also receive death threats and MuslimWakeUp! would be hacked two additional 

times.141 Despite these ongoing attacks, progressive activists continued to use the website as a 

helpful tool for spreading their beliefs about gendered prayer spaces and creating a space that 

connected American progressives with other Muslims who held their views. 

 

Crashing the Mussalla 

In this period, Asra Nomani was one of the earliest activists to protest the gendered 

construction of American mosques. Her support for this issue grew after she observed women 

praying freely and alongside men during the Hajj pilgrimage at Masjid al-Haram, the Great 

Mosque that surrounds the Kaabah, in Makkah, Saudi Arabia. Nomani described this gender 

justice prayer in her memoir, explaining that in February 2003 she had done something she had 

                                                 
138 Aziz P., “Cowards hack MuslimWakeUp!"; Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous Deeds,’” 45; Cesari, “Islamic 
Organizations,” 79. 
139 Ibid. 
140 Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous Deeds,’” 45. 
141 Omar Sacirbey, “The Challenges and Growth of Progressive Muslims,” The Alicia Patterson Foundation website, 
Aliciapatterson.org, November 19, 2016, accessed April 8, 2020, https://aliciapatterson.org/stories/challenges-and-
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never done before in the United States: she prayed in front of the Kaabah alongside her family.142 

Nomani wrote that “nobody ruled mixed-gender prayer lines indecent” in this situation, and that 

“there were no curtains, walls, or partitions dividing men and women from each other.”143 The 

Makkan-style configuration completely differed from prayer configurations at her hometown 

American mosque and made her “feel respected and valued” within the prayer space.144 The 

mixed-gender prayer configuration was not only strange in relation to the practices of Nomani’s 

hometown American mosque, it was a practice that was unheard of in most mainstream mosques. 

Nomani’s participation in the Makkan prayer was significant to shaping her American activism 

because for the first time she prayed in the public space with Muslim men and women, at the 

holiest sites for Muslims, in Saudi Arabia.145 

After the Hajj prayer, Nomani took issue with the separation of men’s and women’s prayer 

spaces at her mosque in Morgantown, West Virginia. Initially, Nomani faced an additional 

frustration. The mosque’s board had constructed a new mosque and limited the women’s prayer 

space.146 Nomani described how she felt segregated during her first interactions at the new mosque 

when the board’s president yelled at her to use the mosque’s back entrance, instead of the main 

entrance.147 Nomani believed that this practice, and the restriction of women to a more confined 

space than the men’s space, deemed women “second-class” members of their community.148  

As a result of these experiences, Nomani began researching gender justice work done by 

Muslim scholars, including progressive Muslim academics Amina Wadud and Khaled Abou El 

                                                 
142 Nomani, Standing Alone, 71. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Ibid. 
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147 Ibid., 197. 
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Fadl, to legitimize her mosque activism.149 She discovered that during the Prophet Muhammad’s 

time, women had free access to the mosque and the main prayer space, and, at times, shared it with 

men.150 With this knowledge, she was prepared to challenge the Morgantown mosque’s board and 

decided to pray in the men’s prayer space at her mosque.  

On November 6, 2003, which fell on the 11th day of Ramadan, Nomani entered the main 

prayer hall and prayed Taraweeh behind the men in the men’s prayer space.151 Before the prayer 

began, some of the male congregants repeatedly asked her to leave, telling her that if she did not 

leave she would cause fitna.152 As she noted, however, when she went into her mosque’s main 

hall, she did not intend to pray “right next to the men even though [she] felt [she] had a right to at 

least a parallel section beside a section for men.”153 She simply wanted access to the main prayer 

space and did not feel any necessity to pray beside men to do this.154 Nomani argued that this 

discriminatory experience was an immediate and literal example of the gendering of mosque space. 

Not only was she told she could not access the main hall, although she was praying behind men 

and not with them, her presence in the hall and the accusation that she would cause fitna was 

inherently problematized because of her gender. Despite the pushback from male congregants, 

Nomani remained praying where she was. 

Nomani continued to partake in gender justice activism and cofounded the Daughters of 

Hajar: American Muslim Women Speak in 2004, to support women’s empowerment in North 

American Muslim communities.155 Invoking a powerful female figure from Islamic history, Hajar, 

Abraham’s second wife, whom the founders believed symbolized their gender justice goals. The 
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Daughters of Hajar became most famous when its members, who were also affiliated with 

MuslimWakeUp!, prayed two rakat at the West Virginia University College of Law’s parking lot, 

in June 2004.156 The congregants were other self-defined progressive Muslims, including Michael 

Muhammad Knight, Mohja Kahf, Nabeelah and Saleemah Abdul-Ghafur, Samina Ali, Sarah 

Eltantawi, and Asra’s mother, Sajida Nomani.157 Knight (the only man) prayed between 

Nabeelah’s daughter Saleemah and Nomani’s mother Sajida.158  

While the group challenged the mainstream prayer configuration, it also challenged the 

gendering of the imam. Led by woman-imam Nabeelah Abdul-Ghafur, the small prayer was 

revolutionary, as the first recorded mixed-gender Muslim prayer in the United States. This 

example of a woman leading men and women in prayer, and specifically in a mixed-gender 

configuration, was unheard of within domestic and global Muslim communities. One earlier 

example of such a revolutionary display of activism of a woman-led sermon did exist outside the 

United States, however. It was given by Amina Wadud, another progressive activist, in Cape 

Town, South Africa in 1994.159  

Later that same day, the group prayed Jummah together behind the men’s lines in the back 

of the Morgantown mosque’s main prayer hall.160 Although the imam reminded the group that 

men should be in the front and women in the back, the group continued to pray alongside each 

other and they were soon joined by a teenage boy, who chose to pray next to Knight instead of 

joining the last full row of men.161 Once more, the group publicly challenged gendered Muslim 

prayer norms, this time in the mosque itself during the congregational prayer, and with the support 
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of an additional person - a teenage boy who joined them of his own accord.162 The boy’s decision 

to join the group revealed that even members of the mainstream had issues with the practice. 

The Daughters of Hajar later disbanded due to internal schisms. According to Knight, 

some of its members believed certain individuals within the group were co-opting the gender 

justice cause for their own personal agendas.163 These schisms reached their peak when lesbian 

progressive Muslim activist Irshad Manji attempted to join the Daughters of Hajar. Manji was not 

well-liked by many of the organization’s members and was perceived as a self-serving figure.164 

While Nomani was willing to include her, the group’s other members were displeased with her 

involvement and the resulting controversy soon led to its disbanding.165 

 

The Progressive Muslim Union and a Gender Justice Jummah 

The same year that saw the creation of the Daughters of Hajar would see the founding of a 

second organization, which included many of the same members. Progressive Muslims’ editor 

Omid Safi, MuslimWakeUp! cofounder Ahmed Nassef, and progressive Muslim activists Sarah 

Eltantawi and Hussein Ibish founded the Progressive Muslim Union on November 15, 2004 in 

New York City.166 According to South African progressive Muslim scholar Farid Esack, the group 

was established to provide a “mechanism” for progressive Muslims living in North America.167 

The PMU affirmed these goals in the statement they published on MuslimWakeUp!.168 The group 

sought to expand North American Muslims’ “spiritual, social, intellectual, and political choices,” 
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while also challenging mainstream Muslim practices.169 What truly differentiated this group from 

mainstream Muslim organizations was that it wished to be more inclusive of all Muslims, 

regardless of gender, ethnicity, race, and, sexuality.170 Knight, who was later invited to serve on 

the PMU’s board of directors, described the PMU as a progressive organization that could serve 

as “a liberal version” of ISNA or CAIR.171 PMU’s members also insinuated that there was 

something quintessentially American about the organization, since it was a collaboration of North 

American Muslims. 

On March 18, 2005, the PMU collaborated with Asra Nomani’s group to sponsor a mixed-

gender Jummah led by Amina Wadud in New York City.172 The organizers believed that she was 

an ideal candidate for the imam role.173 In addition to being a prominent activist on gender justice, 

this would not be Wadud’s first experience giving the khutbah. Progressive activists had been 

inspired by her writings and the fact that her gender justice discourse centered on the idea of 

women’s empowerment from the Qur’an itself, which was one of the central themes of her sermon 

that day.174 At least 100 Muslims participated in the prayer held at the Synod House of the 

Cathedral of St. John the Divine, an Episcopal church.175 The prayer was held at this location 

because New York City’s Muslim leaders were unwilling to host the prayer in their mosques. The 

PMU was also forced to change the venue twice due to increasing anonymous threats.176  
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Before the prayer began, PMU’s leaders, alongside Nomani and Wadud, spoke on behalf 

of the organization at a press conference where they explained their hopes of what would result 

from the Jummah (see Figure 6 below). Eltantawi highlighted the fact that the Jummah was the 

first time a woman would lead the prayer and give a sermon, while Nassef claimed that it had taken 

1400 years for Muslims to accept a woman-led mixed-gender prayer and commended Muslims 

who rejected gendered practices in American mosques.177 Continuing the gender justice theme, 

Saleemah Abdul-Ghafur read a statement on the widespread practices of patriarchy used against 

Muslim women and referred to the Umm Waraqah hadith as justification for woman-led prayers.178 

Wadud told journalists “that she did not want to be contacted, photographed, or interviewed after 

the event” because she wanted the focus to be on the prayer itself, which represented an act of 

worship and a step towards justice, and not on her as an individual.179 Nomani used her time to 

connect Muslim women’s rights to world peace and debut her “Islamic Bill of Rights for Women 

in the Mosque,” later republished in Abdul-Ghafur’s Living Islam Out Loud: American Muslim 

Women Speak.180  
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Figure 6:  
“(L to R). The muezzin Suehyla El-Attar, organizer Saleemah Abdul-Ghafur,  

imam Dr. Amina Wadud, organizers Asra Nomani and Ahmed Nassef. March 18.”181 
 

Through the Wadud-Jummah, periphery Muslims challenged and criticized mainstream 

practices of Islam by supporting unorthodox prayer practices. The organizers highlighted women’s 

voices during the call to prayer, the sermon, and the prayer itself. Additionally, Suheyla El-Attar 

made the athan without wearing a head-covering.182 The decision to have a woman make the athan 

was not only in defiance of the mainstream’s gendering of the mu’athin, it also challenged the 

view that it was impermissible for Muslim women’s voices to be heard in public spaces. El-Attar 

was not the only uncovered woman in the prayer hall. Nomani and other women were also 

uncovered, representing another challenge to the mainstream community and its policy of dress-

coding women in the mosque.183 For the first time, many of the women who participated in the 

prayer attended Jummah from the first row, traditionally reserved for men.184 Much of what the 
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progressives did at this Jummah prayer was a rebellion against what they saw as patriarchal and 

Wahhabi interpretations of Islam, which limited female access to the prayer space. In their view, 

this Jummah was an important act to “symbolically reclaim” Islam’s egalitarian roots from the 

non-egalitarian version endorsed by the mainstream and commonly practiced in domestic and 

global centers.185 

 

Reactions to the Wadud-Jummah Activism  

Although progressive activists sought to achieve gender justice and better Muslim 

women’s access to the prayer space and religious leadership roles, the event caused controversy 

among Muslims in the wider community, and more importantly, among progressive Muslims. For 

Nomani, the Jummah was one of the many protest events under her Muslim Women’s Freedom 

Tour, a movement connected to the Daughters of Hajar.186 Other progressive Muslims involved 

in the prayer, however, including Knight, leveled critiques similar to those previously made against 

Manji by members of the Daughters of Hajar. Some members accused Nomani of using the event 

as a publicity stunt for her memoir, Standing Alone: An American Woman's Struggle for the Soul 

of Islam, which had come out only a month earlier.187 Knight later noted that despite the PMU 

asking Nomani not to bring her publicist to the event, the first person he met was her publicist.188 

Due to the event’s media frenzy, Wadud performed the imam role improperly by reciting Quranic 

verses incorrectly during the prayer.189 Wadud’s confusion during the prayer was another cause 
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for mainstream criticism, as most mainstream Muslims believe that the imam of a congregational 

prayer should be someone who had memorized the Qur’an and could recite it properly.190 

More immediate responses came from Muslim protesters outside the church who carried 

signs with statements like “Mixed-Gender Prayers Today, Hellfire Tomorrow.”191 Scrutiny and 

criticism also came from conservative Muslims in the global center. Two days before the event, 

Qatar-based Sunni scholar Yusuf al-Qaradawi posted a statement against the event on Islam 

Online, a global mainstream Sunni website he founded in 1997.192 He also dedicated two episodes 

of his Al Jazeera Arabic program to discussing the impermissibility of a woman-led mixed-gender 

prayer and criticizing Wadud.193 Qaradawi drew on the history of conservative Muslim 

interpretations, which maintained that women’s leadership in the prayer space (and other public 

spaces) was impermissible, and that men should not be exposed to a woman’s body or her 

sexuality, out of fears that women would distract and entice men.194  

Although many Muslim women in the domestic center may have agreed with advancing 

gender justice in mosques, the progressives’ tactics weakened their ability to gain their support. In 

Mecca and Main Street, Geneive Abdo recalled conversations she had with Muslim women 

regarding their perceptions of the prayer and deduced that many felt offended by the progressive 

activists’ aggressive and public approach.195 She argued that these women were offended because 

they believed the group had adopted a Western feminist approach, that they believed tended to rely 
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on direct radical activism instead of more subtle forms of activism, which would have been more 

acceptable to the community.196 Similarly, although they commended Wadud’s courage in taking 

part in the event, members of the Muslim Women’s League were unsure if the activists’ approach 

was productive in advancing global gender justice.197 For some mainstream women, the Wadud-

Jummah also resulted in increased pressure by mainstream men who used the event as a 

justification to increase their monitoring of women’s roles in the Muslim community, which 

included belittling women community leaders. Zahra Billoo of CAIR explained that after this 

public event, in some mosques, women who were seen as too vocal or critical of mosque practices 

were accused of wanting to lead prayers.198 Indeed, the progressives’ approach not only put the 

religious domestic center under increased scrutiny during a period of extreme targeting and 

surveillance, it also put Muslim-American women under increased scrutiny from Muslim-

American men.  

Not all Muslims were critical of the Wadud-Jummah. A number of scholars in the domestic 

and global centers lent their support to the PMU’s actions. Some Muslims who were sympathetic 

to the progressive cause offered an Islamic justification to woman-led prayers. Tariq Ramadan, a 

famous European scholar who was considered a leader of “moderate Islam” by many Muslim-

Americans (before the later controversy that estranged him from many in the global Muslim 

community), offered his public support for the prayer.199 Gamal al-Banna, brother of the Muslim 

Brotherhood’s founder Hassan al-Banna and Ramadan’s uncle, also supported women’s mixed-
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gender prayer leadership and wrote a book in defense of the Jummah.200 American-based scholar 

Khaled Abou El Fadl also supported the PMU’s gender activism. In his foreword to Wadud’s 

Inside the Gender Jihad, he argued that the Qur’an did not specify if a specific gender should or 

should not lead prayer, which he believed legitimized women serving as imams.201 The fact that 

male scholars with high degrees of religious authority in the West, specifically Ramadan and Abou 

El Fadl, lent their support to this event was important to legitimizing the activists’ actions, since 

these men had the patriarchal privilege of their voices being heard.  

The event was also supported by progressive Muslim women outside the United States. 

The Canadian progressive Muslim scholar and activist, Nevin Reda, offered her support by 

publishing a piece on MuslimWakeUp!, entitled “The Islamic Basis for Female-Led Prayer,” which 

placed the Jummah within the broader context of Islamic history. She referenced the Virgin Mary’s 

prayer practices, arguing that she prayed alongside men at temple, and the Umm Waraqah hadith 

as important examples in her reasoning.202 In doing so, she drew on hermeneutical interpretations 

of scripture and justified the practice based on the Qur'an and the hadith, to show that progressives 

Muslims were not engaging in religious innovation.203  

 

ISNA’s Response to Progressive Muslim Activism 

Mainstream Muslim organizations such as ISNA claimed that they did not take the Wadud-

Jummah prayer seriously and publicly dismissed the event by claiming that there was no precedent 

for woman-led prayers in Islam.204 Their reactions to this event, however, and to the publication 
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of Safi’s book that preceded it, demonstrated that they were responding to progressive activism 

and raising attention to the issue in their own ways. 

To demonstrate the importance of Muslim women in ISNA’s history, and in mainstream 

Muslim-American society, the organization dedicated the main article of the May/June 2003 issue 

of their magazine, Islamic Horizons, to ISNA’s female leaders. The article came only two months 

after the publication of Safi’s book. Entitled “Building a Movement: A Woman’s Work,” it 

highlighted the work of prominent Muslim women within the organization, including Sharifa 

Alkhateeb, Khadija Haffajee, and Iman Elkadi, in “building” the Muslim community.205 The 

article also featured interviews with immigrant women who discussed how different their 

experiences in American mosques were, in comparison to mosques in Muslim-majority 

countries.206 According to these women, they had never attended mosques in the Muslim-majority 

countries from which they came. After arriving in the United States, they attended mosques, 

became mosque “pillars,” and began their own “masjid activism.”207 Although they did not 

recognize this publicly, the article clearly served as ISNA’s direct response to the publication of 

Safi’s Progressive Muslims by defending the place of women in the mainstream community.208  

ISNA leader and future president, Ingrid Mattson, responded even more directly to the 

Wadud-Jummah in her 2005 article, “Can a Woman be an Imam? Debating Form and Function in 

Muslim Women’s Leadership.”209 She argued that because women were often excluded in 

American mosques’ political leadership, men tended to “overlook some of the needs and concerns 
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of the women of their community.”210 Her article also called for reforms within the Muslim 

community, but avoided taking a stance on whether a woman could serve the imam role.211 Instead, 

she described Chinese woman-only mosques and discussed the issue of legitimacy and religious 

authority within the mosque, maintaining that women’s voices should be heard by mosque 

leadership.212 Mattson’s statement redirected any critiques of ISNA to mosque leadership in 

Muslim communities and local Muslim-Americans, whom she held responsible for bettering 

women’s places in mosques.  

ISNA also collaborated with various North American Muslim organizations, including 

CAIR and the MSA, and sponsored the Women Friendly Mosques and Community Centers: 

Working Together to Reclaim Our Heritage booklet in 2005.213 The booklet stressed the fact that 

women often felt discriminated against in Canadian and American mosques, where they were 

segregated and, in some mosques, denied entry altogether.214 Women also faced discrimination 

when it came to communal membership rights and mosque-election rights.215 The booklet’s 

authors maintained that such practices were “unjust and degrading” and contradicted the teachings 

of the Prophet.216 The authors emphasized access to Islamic education as a key factor in supporting 

women’s access to the mosque: when mosques restricted women’s entry, Islamic education would 
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also decrease because women with the skills to teach would be refused.217 Finally, the authors 

argued that banning women from the mosque and creating unfriendly women’s spaces also 

hampered proselytization efforts, as prospective new Muslimahs would feel unwelcome.218 While 

the booklet demonstrated that Muslims in the domestic center were concerned about gender issues, 

and that they were responding to the critiques advanced by progressive Muslims, their suggestions 

advocated for more subtle approaches to tackling the issue. 

 

Inherent Schisms and the Demise of the PMU 

Although the PMU’s gender justice activism boiled down to their sponsorship of the 

Wadud-Jummah, the group was also prone to internal ideological schisms from early on because 

of their vague definition of what it meant to be “progressive.” PMU members ranged from devout 

religious scholars, to secular activists, to individuals who self-defined as culturally non-practicing 

Muslims. As Knight would later argue, the term “progressive Muslim” came to define “anyone 

[who] did not object to the term.”219 Deep ideological schisms could be traced to controversial 

individuals on the Board of Advisors, who ranged from Muslims who supported the war in Iraq, 

including Farid Zakariya, to Muslims who supported Israel and denied Palestinians’ right to return 

to their land, including Ziad Asali.220 Like the Daughters of Hajar, the PMU was also approached 

by Manji, who was once again deemed too controversial and denied a role in the organization.221 

Knight claimed that cofounder Eltantawi was opposed to Manji’s involvement in the PMU, 

because her “presence went against everything that she wanted PMU to be.”222 The PMU’s 
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rejection of Manji’s had little to do with her sexuality, since most progressive Muslims advocated 

for tolerance on this issue, and more to do with her radical political and ideological leanings and 

her tendency to co-opt Muslim activism.223 The Board’s broad range of ideologies and their lack 

of a concrete definition of who qualified as a “progressive” Muslim reflected the PMU’s broader 

disunity. 

The PMU’s poor relationship with global progressive Muslims also posed tensions for the 

new group. They failed to acknowledge the global origins of progressive Islam in Europe and 

South Africa, and instead pushed an exceptionalist American narrative.224 South African activist 

Farid Esack was “outraged” by the PMU’s lack of recognition, and, in retaliation, leaked its 

formation to the media before the group could manage its own announcement and control its public 

image.225 According to Knight, Esack “circulated a formal statement cosigned by members of his 

own Progressive Muslim faction,” which conveyed that progressive Muslims outside the United 

States opposed the PMU.226 One should note that Esack generally agreed with the PMU’s stances 

on religious issues; he had contributed to Safi’s Progressive Muslims, where he explored a post 

9/11 progressive Islam in his chapter, “In Search of Progressive Islam Beyond 9/11.”227 As Esack 

argued, however, the PMU was characterized by their “inability to recognize how the prioritization 

of reforming Islam and taking on the Muslim community in the absence of a struggle against 

imperialism and neo-colonialism, were effectively playing into the hegemonizing project of the 

Global North.”228 Esack’s opposition was clearly driven by the PMU’s disregard for earlier 

progressive movements and their lack of critique of American imperial practices abroad waged 
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during GWOT, rather than opposition to their interpretations of religious practices. His stance, 

which was joined by other non-American progressive Muslims, reflected the political distance 

between American and global progressive Muslims, and discontinuities within periphery Islam, 

itself.  

The Wadud-Jummah controversy increasingly fractured the PMU. At their first board 

meeting following the Jummah, Nassef read an email from Wadud where she “washed her hands 

of the event” and maintained that she did not wish to be further associated with the PMU or 

Nomani.229 Knight later argued that the event had been co-opted by Nomani, who turned the prayer 

from an act of worship into a media frenzy. The event had made him realize that the “PMU would 

fall apart and die on its own” because of the conflicting ideologies and personalities associated 

with the group.230 After the event, other PMU leaders recognized that Nomani had turned the 

prayer into a publicity stunt, and removed any mention of her part in organizing the prayer on their 

subsequent organizational statements and on MuslimWakeUp!.231 In response, Nomani 

complained that the PMU was “shutting her out.”232 Her assertions were correct. After the prayer, 

the PMU erased her involvement not only in the event, but in their progressive community as well. 

The controversy over the event, combined with the pre-existing ideological schisms among 

the PMU’s members, caused three of the four founding members (Safi, Eltantawi, and Ibish) to 

resign in August 2005.233 As the only remaining founding member, Nassef’s influence decreased 

and although his name stayed on the PMU’s website, he moved to Dubai a short time later and 
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was no longer as involved in the PMU or MuslimWakeUp!.234 The group’s leadership position 

passed to Malaysian-American singer Ani Zonneveld, who became executive-director, along with 

co-chair Pamela Taylor.235 Under their leadership, the PMU was less active than before on the 

domestic scene, and instead began to focus their attention on global issues. The PMU made 

statements condemning world events, including the war in Darfur.236 Meanwhile, Nomani’s brand 

of progressivism involved increasingly controversial statements attacking Islamic practices, which 

drew the support of American conservatives. She was invited to speak with Dennis Miller on his 

show, although the show was later canceled.237 Like Safi and Eltantawi, Zonneveld and Taylor 

soon decided to resign due to issues they faced because of fellow PMU member Tarek Fatah, who 

had been controlling the PMU’s online list-serv and began shutting them out of the organization.238 
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progressive Muslim organization, that supported the banning of burqas. “The Muslim Canadian Congress,” 
www.muslimcanadiancongress.org, accessed April 19, 2020, http://www.muslimcanadiancongress.org/; “Curb 
Donations to Religious Institutions: Muslim Group,” CBC News, June 13, 2006, accessed April 19, 2020, 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/curb-donations-to-religious-institutions-muslim-group-1.627965. 
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The PMU’s disbanding in 2006, however, would not end progressive activism; progressive 

Muslims would soon found new organizations to continue advancing gender justice.239  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
239 After his association with the PMU ended, Nassef no longer had any observable connections to progressive 
Muslim activism, or the mainstream community. Omid Safi, however, lent his support to popular progressive 
Muslims on social media. He now serves on the Advisory board of the Muslim Public Affairs Council, a progressive 
Muslim organization. The links in the footnote above show that Asra Nomani became increasingly distant from both 
mainstream and progressive Muslim communities, and grew more and more Islamophobic. Patricia Dunn, although 
also distant from most Muslim movements, would publish an essay in MPV’s Progressive Muslim Identities. 
Finally, Saleemah Abdul-Ghafur would later serve on MPV’s Activist Advisory board, alongside Sisters in Islam’s 
Zainah Anwar. 
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Chapter 2: Muslims for Progressive Values 
 

 
“Come my Ummah Wake up, our Jihad is long overdue!  

Let’s go Ummah wake up,  
‘cause you and I have much to do!”240 

 
— Ani Zonneveld, Excerpt from the title song of her album Ummah Wake Up, 2003 

 

The chorus from Zonneveld’s song, “Ummah Wake Up,” represented a continuity of the 

progressive Muslim vision previously espoused by Safi, MuslimWakeUp!, and the PMU. The song, 

and the album it was featured in, were also meant to counter the negative depictions of Islam 

emerging from the American media and redefine jihad to mean the ummah’s social struggle.241 

Her album represented progressive Muslims’ wider goals, as they sought to counter negative 

stereotypes of Muslims in the United States, while also reforming mainstream practices in Muslim 

communities. Zonneveld went beyond using music to achieve these goals. In 2007, after resigning 

from the PMU, she, along with Pamela Taylor, founded Muslims for Progressive Values to 

continue the progressive Muslim vision.  

 Much like the PMU, MPV presented itself as an organization that differentiated itself from 

what it saw as the limitations of the mainstream Muslim-American community and its definition 

of Islam. Unlike previous progressive efforts, however, MPV outlined specific values that framed 

their definition of progressive Islam much more explicitly and focused on implementing social 

change in the ummah’s domestic and global spheres. Domestically, MPV activists advocated 

constructing their own mosques to enforce the changes they wanted, in contrast to solely focusing 

on attempts to reform mainstream American mosques. Even though this was their primary 

                                                 
240 Ani Zonneveld, “Ummah Wake Up,” YouTube, video 03:48, posted by shah4367, June 4, 2011, accessed 
October 20, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRP1bWkpK2o. 
241 Ani Zonneveld, “Music,” ani.net, accessed November 25, 2019, http://www.a-n-i.net/music/. 
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domestic goal, the organization did not completely give up their attempts to reform mainstream 

American mosques. In 2010, MPV-affiliated activists organized protests against the separation of 

men and women in D.C. mosques that mirrored previous protests initiated by Nomani and other 

former PMU members.  

Globally, MPV tried to implement changes in Muslim-majority countries which were 

commonly understood by Muslim-Americans as the religious centers of Islam itself. Due to MPV’s 

American origins, the group would have been categorized as part of Islam’s religious periphery, 

yet MPV members sought to reorient centers of Islam by countering and replacing the historical 

centers of Muslim-majority countries, and by making their progressive interpretations of American 

Islam the religious center, which the global mainstream should emulate. To do this, they visited 

other peripheries in Muslim-majority countries, including Malaysia, Tunisia, and Burundi, and 

challenged patriarchal understandings of gender through educational programs. MPV’s approach, 

consciously or unconsciously, adopted and perpetuated historical and contemporary practices and 

ideologies of American saviorism, exceptionalism, and empire. In their actions and rhetoric 

towards Muslims living outside the United States, MPV embraced the soft power rhetoric of 

freedom advanced by the American government to justify its war in Iraq and Afghanistan during 

GWOT.  

 

Zonneveld and Taylor’s pre-MPV Activism  

Zonneveld was a Malaysian-American who had worked in the music industry for over 

twenty years as a singer and songwriter before joining the PMU and cofounding MPV.242 Her 

                                                 
242 Jaweed Kaleem, “Progressive Muslims Launch Gay-Friendly, Women-Led Mosques in Attempt To Reform 
American Islam,” HuffPost, January 30, 2013, accessed July 23, 2019, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/progressive-
muslims-launch-gay-friendly-women-led-mosques_n_1368460. 
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activism was driven by her experiences within the mainstream and progressive communities. 

Before 9/11, Zonneveld admitted hiding her Muslim identity because she feared the risk publicly 

acknowledging her faith might have posed to her career.243 After 9/11, she underwent a period of 

religious rediscovery, and renewed her relationship with her faith because she disagreed with the 

dominant ideology’s interpretation of Islam that linked her understanding of Islam with that of 

extremist groups.244 Before becoming a progressive Muslim, she had been a member of the Islamic 

Circle of North America (ICNA), a mainstream Muslim organization. She later decided to leave 

ICNA because, although it claimed to be progressive, it was “still too orthodox” and did not align 

with her views.245  

Zonneveld’s religious rediscovery would result in her 2003 album “Ummah, Wake Up,” 

which called for the Muslim community’s awakening to their “jihad.”246 The title song called for 

forgiveness and a return to “the middle path,” and encouraged Muslims to “bury old traditions that 

contradict[ed] Quranic teachings.”247 Zonneveld also called for female empowerment in the 

ummah by invoking a strong female character, Khadijah, in a song entitled “Just Like Khadijah.” 

The song encouraged Muslim women to model their lives based on the qualities of the Prophet’s 

wife, “a business woman with her own identity, in a world where girls are not as worthy.”248 

Zonneveld also focused her songs on reforming the religious center’s views of women, and 

critiqued the oppression of women in Muslim-majority countries through the song “Bury Me.” 

“Bury me” directly referred to the historical practice of female infanticide in pre-Islamic Arabia, 

a practice where fathers buried their newborn daughters in the desert, and which the Qur’an deeply 

                                                 
243 Ibid. 
244 Ibid. 
245 Merolle, “‘…And do Righteous Deeds,’” 42. 
246 Zonneveld, “Ummah Wake Up.”  
247 Ibid. 
248 Ani Zonneveld, “Just Like Khadijah,” YouTube video, 03:43, posted by Ani-Topic, September 19, 2015, 
accessed October 21, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYh6SNOfvY0; Kaleem, “Progressive Muslims.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYh6SNOfvY0
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criticized.249 By using her music to invoke the history of women in Islam and encouraging a return 

to the middle-path, she challenged mainstream patriarchal interpretations of women’s roles in the 

Muslim community. 

Zonneveld’s musical activism would draw criticism from mainstream Muslims 

domestically and result in the very kinds of censorship and conservatism she was critiquing in her 

music. She was banned from performing at an Islamic music festival in Toronto, and some Muslim 

retailers refused to sell her music on the basis that it was religiously impermissible for women’s 

voices to be heard by men and because she used “modern instruments.”250 Her experiences with 

mainstream Islam would then contribute to her participation in the progressive Muslim movement, 

first through her membership in the PMU, and then through her founding of MPV after the PMU 

had disbanded.251 

Taylor, Zonneveld’s MPV cofounder, was an American who converted to Islam in her 

youth. She was also concerned by the limited roles women played in Muslim-majorities countries, 

North American Muslim communities, and mosques.252 To encourage Muslim women’s 

empowerment, she joined the University of British Columbia’s MSA chapter as an undergraduate 

student, and later joined ISNA.253 Her experience in these two organizations would also contribute 

to her activism. Like Zonneveld, Taylor found the mainstream version of Islam incompatible with 

                                                 
249 Kaleem, “Progressive Muslims”; Ani Zonneveld, “Bury Me,” YouTube video, 05:02, posted by Ani-Topic, 
September 19, 2015, accessed October 21, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FCLB_6EdDk. 
Verses 8 and 9 of Surat al-Takwir directly criticize this practice. Qur’an: 81: 8-9. 
250 Kaleem, “Progressive Muslim”; Thom Hartmann Program, “What Is Muslims for Progressive Values?” YouTube 
video, 03:47, posted by Thom Hartmann Program, March 18, 2015, accessed April 8, 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJDB2Fssk58. 
251 Kaleem, “Progressive Muslims”; Esack, “Progressive Islam-A Rose by Any Name?” 97; Merolle, “‘…And do 
Righteous,’” 43. 
252 Merolle, “‘...And do Righteous,’” 42. 
253 Ibid. 
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her understanding of Islam.254 She first joined the progressive movement as a writer on 

MuslimWakeUp!, and later joined the PMU’s leadership alongside Zonneveld in 2005.255  

Taylor founded a website in 2005 where she published many of her Islamic views. Her 

essays reflected a clear support for the Wadud-Jummah and woman-led prayers. In a 2005 essay, 

“Inspired by Women Led Prayer,” she questioned “what kind of moral leadership are our scholars 

providing when they are more concerned with people praying to God than committing heinous 

crimes in the name of our religion?"256 Taylor’s statement reflected broader progressive Muslim 

critiques of mainstream’s concerns, which maintained that mainstream Muslims focused too much 

on the technicalities of the relationship between gender and prayer, rather than global perceptions 

of Islam and the perpetuation of violence in the name of the faith. To further this point, she 

questioned why many fatwas were declared against woman-led prayer, rather than against the 

actions of “Bin Laden and his gang of thugs [and] apostates?”257  

Beyond accusing Muslim leaders of focusing on trivial concerns regarding gender rather 

than the dangers of extremist Islam, Taylor also critiqued the inherently sexist mindsets she 

maintained dominated interpretations of women’s access to mosque spaces. It did not “surprise” 

her that woman-led prayer would become such an issue for religious scholars, since: 

The social construct of many Muslim cultures is predicated upon notions that 
women are more emotional and thus inferior to men, that women are to be “taken 
care of” and led by men, and that women's bodies are sources of temptation and 
chaos. In one bold swoop, a woman delivering the Friday sermon and leading the 
Friday prayers exposes all of that as rubbish, undermining every institution that 
oppresses women in those societies. If a woman is capable of leading the 
community in the most holy and sacred of duties, it is far more difficult to justify 
keeping her sisters from driving cars, getting and education or a job. It is more 
difficult to justify discriminatory practices in divorce and custody cases. It 

                                                 
254 Ibid. 
255 Ibid., 40, 43; Knight, Blue-Eyed Devil, 209. 
256 Pamela K. Taylor, “Inspired by Women Led Prayer,” pktaylor.com, March 25, 2005, accessed November 9, 
2019, http://www.pktaylor.com/essays/womanprayer.htm. 
257 Ibid. 
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challenges cavalier attitudes towards domestic violence, fgm [female genital 
mutilation], and honor killings.258 

 
Taylor critiqued what she saw as inherently patriarchal practices in Muslim culture that were 

prevalent in the Muslim-majority center and legitimized by religious leaders. She also noted that 

these ideas had been imported to the United States by Muslims who immigrated from those 

cultures. Taylor and Zonneveld’s attempt to save Muslim women from the alleged inherent 

oppression faced in Muslim-majority countries was a common goal not only among progressive 

Muslims, but also among some mainstream Muslim-Americans who adopted views that saw those 

countries as religiously extreme, politically backward, and socially oppressive.259 It was these 

goals that prompted Taylor and Zonneveld to found MPV in November of 2007.260  

 

A New Progressive Organization 

When Taylor and Zonneveld founded MPV, they clearly outlined the organization’s main 

goals by calling for a progressive Islam that would be inclusive of all Muslims and that transcended 

social, political, and geographical limitations. Their decision to do this showed that they had 

learned an important lesson from their experience with the PMU’s demise. On its website, MPV 

listed its organizational principles as “collective identity,” “equality,” “separation of religious and 

state authorities,” “freedom of speech,” “universal human rights,” “gender equality,” “LGBTQI 

                                                 
258 Ibid. 
259 Ani Zonneveld, “#ImamsForShe — Inoculation against Violence against Women and Injustice,” Muslims for 
Progressive Values, 2019, accessed August 6, 2019, 
https://app.robly.com/archive?id=4a03a4637d4cdeec774383356f776782&v=true; See also al imam, directed by 
Omar Al Dakheel, and highlighted by the National Geographic online website as part of their “Short Film 
Showcase,” series, National Geographic (2018), accessed October 29, 2019, 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/video/shorts/1317899331892/. In this documentary, both Zonneveld and the 
mainstream imam see the Muslim world as oppressive to gender. 
260 MPV was based in Los Angeles, California. Leonard, “Organizing Communities,” 185; Tanenbaum, Taking Back 
God, 162; MPV Atlanta, “November is MPV’s 12th birthday...,” Facebook Post, November 7, 2019. Accessed 
November 9, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/mpvatlanta/. 
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inclusion,” “critical analysis and interpretation,” “compassion,” and “diversity.”261 These 

principles conveyed MPV’s acceptance of any person who identified as Muslim or wished to 

participate in Muslim practices and called for equality in all categories.  

Although the organization was based in the United States, its focus on inclusivity meant 

that it was open to other members of the ummah. Including Muslims from outside the United States 

was central to their goal of spreading progressive values to the religious center and reforming the 

dominant ideology’s definition of “bad Muslims.” According to MPV, these progressive goals 

would be best achieved by creating states with secular governments, reflecting another example of 

American values that should be adopted by Muslim-majority countries.262 The organization’s 

principles also emphasized the ideals of social and gender justices, previously advanced by Safi, 

while making it clear that they were also supportive of queer Muslims.263 To further these 

progressive values in the Muslim community, the organization also facilitated discussions, 

activities, and events, and worked with the UN and other transnational organizations.264 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
261 MPV, “MPV Principles,” accessed October 22, 2019, http://www.mpvusa.org/mpv-principles. 
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263 Ibid. 
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MPV’s Unity Mosques 

 

Figure 7: 
Ani Zonneveld and MPV members during a Eid prayer,  

2012 in Los Angeles, California.265 
 

MPV continued the progressive Muslim mission by calling on mainstream Muslims to 

create more inclusive mosques and support women’s leadership roles in these mosques. The 

organization’s leadership maintained that mosques should provide better prayer spaces for women 

and allow women to serve in the imam role.266 Shortly after its founding, MPV began to open 

“Unity Mosques” (see Figure 7 above) which they hoped would serve as models for other mosques 

in the ummah. These mosques encouraged woman-led prayers and were open to all Muslims, 

reflecting their belief in egalitarian interpretations of Islam. Unity Mosques were designed as 

spaces with mixed-gender congregations, where the athan was given and the prayer was led by 

persons of any gender and open to any person, regardless of their race, sexual identity, or 

                                                 
265 Image taken from MPV website, accessed March 4, 2020, http://mpvusa.webstarts.com/. 
266 Haddad and Harb, “Post-9/11,” 486-487.  
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religion.267 MPV’s focus on inclusivity also challenged the mainstream’s tendencies towards 

sectarianism by providing a neutral space for Sunni and Shi’a congregants. Their mosques were 

spaces “in which no one [was] segregated or excluded,” reflecting a radical change from 

mainstream prayer spaces, where women were segregated and queer people were excluded.268  

Unity Mosques would soon open in state capitals across the United States and in Canada. 

Following their first prayer circle in a Methodist Church in Los Angeles, California in 2009, MPV 

opened their first Unity Mosque in that city. They would open other Unity Mosques in Columbus, 

Ohio in 2012 and Washington, D.C. in 2015, as well as Atlanta, Philadelphia, and Salt Lake 

City.269 MPV also promoted other North American mosques that they deemed “friendly spaces” 

because of their inclusive policies, including Canada’s El-Tawhid Juma Circle, which would later 

become a Unity Mosque, cofounded in 2009 by MPV activist and Advisory Board member El-

Farouk Khaki, along with Troy Jackson and Laury Silvers.270 

MPV’s Unity Mosques encouraged diversity in other ways. They were open to interfaith 

couples and the imams of these mosques were willing to perform marriage ceremonies for these 

couples, as well as same-sex couples.271 The performance of these marriage ceremonies affirmed 

the fact that MPV had truly created their own space, since orthodox Islam does not permit women 

to marry a man outside of the faith. This rule, however, does not apply to Muslim men who are 

                                                 
267 MPV, “What Is a ‘MPV Unity Mosque?’” accessed March 8, 2019, http://mpvusa.webstarts.com/progressive-
friendly_mosques_a.html; Lisa Worthington, “Progressive Islam and Women’s Religious Leadership: Analysing the 
Emergence of New Models of Shared Authority,” Austrialian Religion Studies Review 29, no. 2 (2016), 170.  
268 MPV “What Is a ‘MPV Unity Mosque?’” Pamela K. Taylor, “Pamela K. Taylor’s Friday Khutbah - God Is Love, 
and Love Is Never Wasted,” Altmuslim, January 8, 2013, accessed April 9, 2020, 
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/altmuslim/2013/01/pamela-k-taylors-friday-khutbah-god-is-love-and-love-is-never-
wasted/; Kaleem, “Progressive Muslims.” 
269 MPV “What Is a 'MPV Unity Mosque?” The exact dates for the opening of the Atlanta, Philadelphia, and Salt 
Lake City mosques are unclear.  
270 Ibid.; El-Tawhid Juma Circle, “Our Story — Juma Circle,” Juma circle, http://www.jumacircle.com/who-we-are. 
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permitted to marry women of other Abrahamic faiths. Because of these rules, mainstream imams 

refused to perform interfaith marriages and often condemned Muslim women who were in such 

relationships.272 Mainstream mosques also did not accept same-sex relationships, since orthodox 

Islam does not permit homosexuality. MPV’s efforts to provide inclusive solutions and alternatives 

to mainstream mosques reflected the continued re-evaluation of what Islam meant to Muslim-

Americans. 

Zonneveld and Taylor both served as woman-imams at Unity Mosques, fulfilling their 

objective of empowering Muslim women in religious leadership roles. In addition to leading 

prayers, Zonneveld officiated the various marriages mentioned above, while Taylor led prayers 

across North America in other Unity Mosques and progressive Muslim spaces.273 In 2007, she led 

a Jummah in Toronto, Canada sponsored by the Canadian Muslim Union in celebration of 

International Women’s Day.274 Held in the year of MPV’s founding, this prayer was another step 

towards Muslim women reclaiming the mosque, through their increased visibility in religious 

leadership roles.275 On March 8, 2013, Taylor led another Women’s Day Jummah prayer at the 

Columbus Unity Mosque.276 Her sermon highlighted egalitarian verses in the Qur’an to “affirm 

women’s equality” and to explain “verses that have been used to oppress women.”277 By 

                                                 
272 Dar Al-Ifta of Egypt, “Why a Muslim Woman Can’t Marry a non Muslim?” Dar Al-Ifta Al-Missriyyah, 
http://www.dar-alifta.org/Foreign/ViewFatwa.aspx?ID=6167. The Egyptian Fatwa Issuing department takes 
questions from Muslims domestically and globally, and often advises fatwa issuing departments of other Muslim 
countries. In this fatwa, the mufti tells the questioner that interfaith marriages from the perspective of a Muslim 
woman are invalid because the non-Muslim man “will not respect his Muslim wife's faith,” and because the husband 
will have religious legal authority over the wife, which the mufti explains is impermissible – a non-Muslim should 
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273 Zonneveld, al imam. 
274 Roxana Olivera, “Woman-led Prayer Honours IWD,” Herizons 21, no. 1 (2007), 13. The Canadian Muslim 
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examining these verses, she directly critiqued mainstream interpretations that she maintained were 

used to subjugate women.  

Although Taylor was leading prayers in North America, she felt that her activism had 

global implications for other Muslim women. Tackling gender issues in North America would also 

address the oppression of women in Muslim-majority countries, she argued, where Muslim women 

“fac[ed] severe legal, social, and individual hardships,” due to patriarchal religious 

interpretations.278 Taylor’s statement was an example of the Western progressive Muslims 

attempting to right what they saw as wrong with the prevalent interpretations of Islam that were 

practiced by global and domestic mainstream Muslims. Her rhetoric implied that she saw parallels 

between mainstream mosques in North America and Muslim-majority countries, but she saw 

women’s oppression in Muslim-majority countries as more dire. Taylor’s rhetoric also mirrored 

the rhetoric of the American government, in the process, proving her place as a “good” Muslim-

American who sought to propagate its values abroad. 

 

MPV’s Domestic Activism 

MPV’s challenge to gender segregation and exclusion became more aggressive and public 

in 2010 when several MPV-affiliated activists protested women’s spaces in Washington D.C. 

mosques. The activists were inspired by two women, Ify Okoye, a non-MPV protester, and her 

friend who prayed in the main hall of a D.C. mosque.279 The two entered the mosque’s main 

entrance after looking for the women’s prayer space and instead finding what they called a “penalty 

box,” the women’s prayer space, which Okoye also described as “a glorified broom closet.”280 
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Instead of praying in the confined women’s space, Okoye and her friend decided to pray behind 

men in the main prayer hall, especially because there “were barely two rows of men” praying.281 

Okoye later wrote that she disagreed with Nomani “on most matters,” but when making her 

decision that day, she had Nomani’s activism at Morgantown in mind.282 Okoye described her 

experience praying Maghrib and the sunnah prayers in the main hall as “revolutionary,” since she 

and her friend experienced a prayer outside the “penalty box.” One man informed the two women 

about the location of the women’s prayer hall and argued that the last lines of prayer were for men 

who arrived late.283 Okoye’s friend refuted him, arguing that men who arrived late should pray in 

the women’s hall, the “penalty box,” as punishment for arriving late to prayer.284 Indeed, in telling 

men to pray in the penalty box, Okoye’s friend was reclaiming the space to discipline the gender 

doing the disciplining.285 

Okoye’s actions would quickly come to the attention of MPV members who built on her 

activism and initiated their own movement. Fatima Thompson, a member of MPV’s Board of 

Directors at the time, started the “Pray In” movement in February 2010, and worked with Okoye 

to challenge the limitation of women’s spaces in the D.C. area.286 Thompson had faced a similar 

prayer experience where she felt like a “second class believer.”287 When attending a mosque prayer 

a few years earlier, she missed the group prayer and had to pray alone because the physical barriers 
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in the women’s prayer space prevented her from seeing the men’s side, where a men’s prayer took 

place and which she could have joined, were it not for the restrictions in place.288  

The “Pray In” movement addressed women’s access to prayer spaces by affirming the 

argument that Islam had liberated women when it began 1400 years ago.289 MPV activists designed 

the movement to encourage conversations with mosque leaders to better women’s spaces. Activists 

argued that the exclusion of women in the mosque diminished the role of women in the community, 

rendering them “invisible and unimportant.”290 “Real men and real leadership,” they maintained, 

supported women’s access to the imam, adequate prayer spaces, and participation in the mosque.291 

“Pray In” activists argued that the construction of barriers between men and women in the prayer 

hall went against “true Islam” and that having free space between the genders was closer to the 

sunnah.292 To support this argument, Thompson cited a fatwa that deemed women’s 

congregational prayer void if there was a large space between the lines of men and women.293 

MPV organized a protest in northern Virginia’s Dar Al-Hijrah Islamic Center, where 

protesters prayed in the last lines of the male space. Shaker Elsayed, the mosque’s imam, 

responded by citing a hadith that deemed the last lines of prayer as the best lines for women, which 

he used to encourage the women to pray in the “sister’s space.”294 Pray-In members, however, 

desired to pray closer to the men’s rows and, according to Thompson, maintained that praying in 

the last lines of the hall was humiliating.295 Their refusal to abide by the mosque’s rules resulted 
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in an altercation between the group and members of the mosque, after which the police were called 

to force the women to leave.296 Imam Elsayed subsequently filed a report with local police banning 

Thompson from attending the mosque in the future.297 

 Responding to the protest, Nomani would later write that Dar Al-Hijrah was the “notorious 

‘9/11 mosque,’” because among its former congregants were some of the 9/11 attackers and Anwar 

al-Awlaki.298 She also argued that “the strict ideology of gender segregation we are challenging is 

part of a broader, problematic interpretation of Islam that I believe often incites violence against 

civilians, suicide bombings, and terrorism.”299 Nomani’s use of the term “9/11 mosque” and her 

comparison of gender segregation to terrorist violence may have been a much more radical view 

than the arguments advanced by most progressives, but it nonetheless aligned with their critiques 

that mainstream Muslims were “bad Muslims.”   

Mainstream Muslim women reacted negatively to MPV’s mosque protests. Some women 

in Maryland had heard about the protests but claimed they did not know the activists involved. 

They also maintained that their “needs” were fulfilled at their mosques and did not require outside 

intervention.300 One woman believed that the protesters needed “to get over it” because there were 

single mothers who could not provide for their children, and in her opinion, this issue deserved 

more attention than prayer barriers.301 Other Muslims in the D.C. area agreed with the Pray-In 

protestors’ grievances, but disagreed with their tactics.302 Another issue highlighted by many 
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women was that the MPV activists had engaged in their protest without consulting the women 

attending these mosques. The Pray-In activists responded to these critiques by asserting that they 

had not provided women with petitions to present to imams or mosque boards, because they 

assumed women would be “too intimidated by the men to sign any petition.”303 Progressive 

Muslims were using saviorism once again, to act on behalf of Muslim women, in mosques in which 

they were not members.304 These protests also confirmed that progressive Muslims continued to 

remain on the periphery of the wider Muslim-American community. Although some mainstream 

Muslims may have agreed with their concerns, their tactics harmed their efforts and their ability 

to gain support. 

Critiques also came from mosque leaders at Dar Al-Hijrah and other D.C. mosques. They 

argued that the Pray In’s protest harmed the Muslim community’s public image, since national and 

local news outlets, including the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, and NBC Washington 

had covered the protests.305 Because these protests were covered by mainstream news outlets, 

critics of the movement argued that progressive Muslims had once again placed the Muslim 

community under public scrutiny for gender issues in Islam. The mosque leaders also maintained 

that the protesters were problematizing an issue that women in their communities had not 

previously had issues with.306 They argued that Pray-In protesters should have spoken to the imam 

and the women who were active members of those mosques, per the culture of Islamic etiquette in 
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addressing community issues.307 Although the mosque leader’s responses conveyed a denial of 

gender inequality in their own prayer spaces, the MPV protestors’ actions also demonstrated the 

internalization of American attitudes of saviorism, since the activists felt the need to “save” 

Muslim women from their “oppressive” prayer experiences in mainstream mosques, without 

including the women.  

Later, MPV tried at its hand at domestic activism once more by releasing an anthology of 

progressive Muslim voices to the American public. Published on September 11, 2011, the tenth-

year anniversary of 9/11, Progressive Muslim Identities: Personal Stories from the U.S. and 

Canada offered a new updated manifesto for progressive Muslims. Its editing team was composed 

of Zahra Ayubi, Vanessa Karam, and Zonneveld.308 Contributions to the volume reaffirmed 

several progressive goals. MuslimWakeup!’s cofounder Patricia Dunn contributed an essay entitled 

“Finding My Religion,” about her relationship to Islam and feminism.309 Yarehk Hernandez 

criticized Wahhabi and Salafi versions of Islam and claimed that the reason they had become so 

dominant was because they had more funds than progressive Muslims, referring to the influx of 

foreign funding enjoyed by conservative Sunni mosques.310 Other essays featured contributions 

by gay Muslims, including the American Imam Dayiee Abdullah and the Canadian human rights 

lawyer and progressive activist, El-Farouk Khaki, who were both members of MPV’s Activist 

Advisory Board.311 The anthology also included an essay by Mona Eltahawy, a controversial 

figure in the Muslim-American community who has become akin to Nomani in her public 

denunciations of Muslim gender practices. Her contribution compared discussions of women’s 
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sexual rights in the Middle East and the United States, and argued that the two were inhibited by 

conservative “male-dominate religions and cultures.”312 While important for the progressive 

movement, it is unclear the extent to which the anthology was read by mainstream Muslims.313 

 

Progressive American Islam Goes Global 

Steadfast in their beliefs and unmoved by the criticism they received after the D.C. mosque 

protests, MPV began a new global campaign to advocate for gender equality in mosques through 

its March 2015 #ImamsForShe campaign, which supported male and female imams in Muslim-

majority countries in an effort to “debunk misogynistic interpretations of Islamic scripture.”314 The 

campaign was adapted from the UN’s 2014 #HeForShe movement, which advocated for global 

gender equality.315 #ImamsForShe focused on teaching religious, political, and social leaders 

about the importance of women’s education.316 Imams, MPV members argued, could begin gender 

justice dialogues with their congregations by dedicating khutbahs and other congregational prayer 

discussions to this topic.317 One desired outcome from this initiative that was especially significant 

to MPV’s global activism was the attempt to spread awareness against “harmful [non-Islamic] 
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cultural practices,” including FGM and honor killings.318 #ImamsForShe became MPV’s way of 

shaping a new future for the ummah by increasing the awareness of all Muslims on Muslim 

women’s rights, ending patriarchal behavior towards women, and “prevent[ing] violent 

extremism.”319 Their last goal also aligned with the United States’ Countering Violent Extremism 

program.320 Through these efforts, MPV sought to spread their progressive American version of 

Islam and dismantle what they described as the “bastardized [patriarchal and Wahhabi] 

version.”321 The program represented MPV’s solution to decreasing the faults they saw in 

mainstream American Islam, mainstream global Islam, and extremist Islam. It also represented 

their perpetuation of American saviorism, as they taught Muslims in the religious center 

progressive values to mold them into becoming “good Muslims,” like MPV’s “good” Muslims. 

Another example of MPV’s global activism was their role in founding a new international 

progressive organization, the Alliance of Inclusive Muslims (AIM), which allowed MPV to 

expand their efforts in reforming the ummah. Founded on October 1, 2017, AIM’s priorities 

focused on achieving gender justice through attempts to create inclusive public spaces for women 

and minorities.322 AIM included members and organizations from North America, Africa, Europe, 

Central Asia, and Latin America. The organization’s founding members also included three 

“independent experts” from Tunisia.323 Zonneveld was one of its original founders and acted as 

AIM’s treasurer. Much like her MPV work, she continued to work with UN affiliated individuals 

as part of her work for AIM, including AIM’s advisor, Frej Fenniche.324 In addition to his role as 
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an AIM advisor, Fenniche served as a Senior Human Rights Advisor for the UN. Indeed, MPV’s 

attempts to reform “bad Muslims” in the global and domestic mainstream were coming to fruition 

through AIM. 

Like MPV’s #ImamsForShe, one of the organization’s central goals was educating 

Muslims on gender issues.325 Their community education program focused on promoting sexual 

health, opposing FGM, and tackling culturally taboo issues, primarily identified as forced marriage 

and polygamy.326 AIM also encouraged women to engage in artistic cultural practices discouraged 

by conservative members of Muslim-majority society for being Islamically impermissible, 

including challenging rules that prohibited women from dancing publicly.327 AIM sought to focus 

its attention on women who were typically alienated from society, including poor women and 

single mothers, by supporting them socially and offering financial and educational support for their 

children.328 This continued global educational activism once again positioned Western Muslims 

and progressive global Muslims in a role where they would save the bad and uninformed 

mainstream Muslims from their allegedly oppressive social and cultural norms. 

 

Mainstream Muslim-American Responses to MPV 

In 2011, ISNA and CAIR collaborated with other Muslim-American organizations, as well 

as the Hartford Seminary, to sponsor three mosque reports under the title of The American Mosque 

2011.329 Their first report was subtitled Basic Characteristics of the American Mosque: Attitudes 

of Mosque Leaders, while the second report was subtitled, Activities, Administration and Vitality 
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of the American Mosque.330 The second report noted the percentages of women who attended 

Jummah as 18%, and argued that “the challenge of making mosques women friendly is not a call 

that has been answered by mosques.”331 To elaborate on this point, the third report, subtitled 

Women and the American Mosque, was dedicated to evaluating women’s mosque spaces to 

determine whether they were “women-friendly.”332 The report's findings reflected that Shi’a 

mosques were more women-friendly than Sunni mosques, and argued that religious interpretation 

was influencing women’s access to the mosque.333 Researchers used four indicators to evaluate 

the extent to which a mosque was woman-friendly: “physical access,” “mosque attendance at 

Friday Prayers and the presence of partitions or separate spaces for women;” “programmatic 

access, including whether the mosque conducts programs for females;” and “women’s 

involvement in governance.”334 By publishing this data, ISNA and CAIR were cautioning mosque 

leaders on the negative consequences of patriarchal practices that turned women away from the 

mosque and restricted their access to the religious space. Their report emphasized the importance 

of creating inclusive spaces for women.  

Although mainstream Muslim organizations such as ISNA and CAIR were closely 

following the critiques made by progressive activists and felt under increasing pressure due to their 

calls for reform, the impact of progressive Muslim activism was less visible in local mainstream 

Muslim communities. More well-known members of the mainstream community saw MPV’s work 

as having little effect in the domestic Muslim community. Scholar Yasir Qadhi has described MPV 
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as a small movement and claimed that mainstream Muslim-Americans, “who are under no pressure 

or threat of physical violence, have clearly identified with traditional voices.”335 Dalia Mogahed, 

Director of Research at the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, has similarly argued that 

MPV was “little more than a footnote” and that “their actual influence…is virtually non-

existent.”336 Qadhi’s and Mogahed’s statements confirmed that although MPV’s efforts to advance 

gender justice had little influence on mainstream Muslim communities, mainstream Muslims were 

nonetheless following their activism. The PMU’s sponsoring of the Wadud-Jummah, however, 

had a much greater impact on mainstream Muslims at national and local levels than MPV, and 

would later continue to be the most referenced form of progressive Muslim activism by 

mainstream Muslims.337 
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Chapter 3: Making Inclusion Mainstream  
 

“Living in a non-Muslim society and struggling to maintain our Muslim identity and values and  
to further instill them in our children requires spiritual and communal support. Muslim women are 
therefore seeking a dignified place in their masjid – a place where their spirits are nurtured, their 
intellect satisfied and their skills and contribution are appreciated and utilized.”338 

 
—The Islamic Social Services Associations and Women in Islam, 2005 

 
 

As the Islamic Social Services Association and Women in Islam’s coauthored booklet 

Women Friendly Mosques and Community Centers revealed, although many mainstream Muslim 

women disagreed with the progressive Muslims’ gender justice tactics, they were deeply 

concerned by gender issues in their community and were addressing them in their own ways. While 

progressive Muslims continued to advocate for women’s spaces during the 2010s, groups within 

the mainstream adopted elements of progressive Islam by challenging mosques to achieve gender 

justice through less radical tactics. Mainstream activists’ adoption of gender justice issues also 

meant that, like progressive Muslims, individuals from within the Muslim center were influenced 

by third-wave feminist activism and female empowerment initiatives emerging from within the 

mainstream American center.  

Many female mainstream activists had long recognized the need for internal changes 

regarding dominant patriarchal, cultural, and social understandings of gender but having seen the 

domestic religious center’s negative responses to public shaming by progressive activists during 

the Wadud-Jummah and the 2010 mosque protests they sought to enact changes in ways that 

focused more on working with, rather than against, male members of the mosque.339 They realized 

that in order to bring about their desired changes, they would have to gain the support of men in 
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the mosque and begin to educate them on the mosque’s issue of gender inequality. More 

importantly, mainstream Muslim-American women increasingly acted on behalf of themselves, 

rather than at the behest of outside progressive organizations.  

In 2012, Hind Makki, a self-defined mainstream activist, sought to educate her community 

through social media activism by creating a blog “Side Entrance,” which illustrated her arguments 

for change alongside proposed solutions to the issue. She also joined other mainstream activists 

working for the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, a think tank dedicated to producing 

research on Muslim-Americans, which began conducting research on the gender issue in 2013 

through a dedicated subgroup named Reimagining Muslim Spaces. The group would later release 

their findings in reports, an infographic, and on YouTube.340 Mainstream Muslim activism would 

also result in the creation of the first woman-only mosque, the Women’s Mosque of America. The 

opening of this new mosque would symbolize mainstream organizations’ increased attention to 

gender justice, with ISNA releasing a statement in 2015 on the importance of including women in 

mosques, and CAIR following the statement by hosting a gender justice symposium. 

The mainstream approach to gender activism differed from the progressive approach 

because mainstream women recognized the mainstream community’s negative view of radical 

activism, in the immediate post-9/11 period, which many mainstream Muslims had perceived as a 

threat to Islam’s reputation in American society. According to Zahra Billoo, Executive Director of 

CAIR-San Francisco Bay Area, the radical activism of progressive Muslims had in fact harmed 
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the efforts of Muslim women who wanted to implement change in the mainstream community.341 

Billoo also explained that mainstream Muslims disproved of radical progressive Muslim activism 

because their tactics of public shaming put the Muslim community under direct scrutiny by 

mainstream American society and the media during the immediate post 9/11 period.342 Yet, after 

the 2008 election of President Obama, and as the rate of hate crimes against Muslims began to 

decrease, many mainstream Muslim-Americans felt much more included in American society.343 

As Muslims felt more reassured in their status as American citizens, Muslim women from the 

mainstream also engaged in more public calls for gender justice.  

 

“Side Entrance” 

In 2012, mainstream Sudanese-American activist Hind Makki published her social media 

blog “Side Entrance” on Tumblr to document the discrepancies in domestic and global women’s 

prayers spaces.344 Her work represented a critique of the mainstream from within. She published 

photos and videos of women’s mosque entrances, prayer spaces, and bathrooms to highlight the 

extent to which gender-based discrimination went far beyond the prayer spaces allocated to 
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women.345 As indicated in Figures 8 and 9 below, Makki also included other women’s written 

commentaries and photo submissions on her blog to raise the mainstream community’s awareness 

of the gendered spaces in mosques and to further affirm the extent to which unequal spaces were 

common in mainstream mosques.346 In her opinion, there was a need to document mosque spaces 

in this direct manner, and to air “dirty laundry, because it need[ed] to get washed.”347 Although 

Makki wanted to make these issues public, her targeted audience was not mainstream American 

society, but instead, members of her own community. A number of the submissions by other 

women also worked to celebrate mosques with adequate women’s spaces and highlighted spaces 

where women held high social positions within the Muslim community.348 As of January 2020 

“Side Entrance” received over 2,250 likes on Facebook and 2,306 followers on Twitter, many of 

whom were Muslims.349  

Before publishing the blog, Makki had already drawn attention to this issue in an essay she 

wrote for the online religious journal Patheos, entitled “Where’s My Space to Pray in This 

Mosque?”350 In her essay, she advanced arguments about gendered space that she would later make 

on her blog by recounting her friend’s negative experience at “a multi-million dollar mosque.”351 

According to Makki, one of her friends was “nearly kicked out of her mosque” when she decided 

“to pray in the half-used 2nd floor...behind the male congregants.”352 In describing the motivations 

                                                 
345 Side Entrance, “Project Origins-Side Entrance,” Tumblr, 2012, accessed February 9, 2019, 
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346 Makki, “Project Origins”; Shireen, “Privilege and Prayer.” 
347 Shireen, “Privilege and Prayer.” 
348 Sameera, Tumblr, “Assalaam Aleikoum.” 2019, accessed January 28, 2020, 
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351 Ibid. 
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behind her friend’s actions, Makki highlighted the difference between the men’s prayer space, 

which had two floors, in contrast to the women’s prayer space which was located in the “hot, loud, 

and moldy” basement.353 This description combined with her inclusion of the phrase “multi-

million dollar mosque” directly critiqued some mainstream mosques, which spent millions of 

dollars on architecture to create beautiful male spaces for members and visitors, yet, ignored the 

necessity of appropriate prayer spaces for female members. She argued that these mosques’ failure 

to provide for women were not financial, but instead stemmed from “a lack of awareness on the 

part of male decision-makers” which led to a misallocation of funds by mosque leadership and 

resulted in limited and inadequate women’s spaces.354 

                                                 
353Makki, “Project Origins.” 
354 Ibid.  
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Figure 8: 
Photo submission of the men’s prayer space at the Islamic Center of Washington, D.C.355 

                                                 
355 Image taken from “Side Entrance” submission of the Islamic Center of Washington, D.C. by Amani K, Tumblr, 
“‘So Messed up.’” 2019, accessed January 28, 2020, https://sideentrance.tumblr.com/post/185688127080/so-
messed-up-my-friend-went-to-this-beautiful. 

https://sideentrance.tumblr.com/post/185688127080/so-messed-up-my-friend-went-to-this-beautiful
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Figure 9: 
Photo submission of the women’s prayer space the Islamic Center of Washington, D.C. 

The caption notes that the space is akin to a “corner.”356 
 
 

                                                 
356 Ibid. 
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Makki also sought to outline new standards for North American mosques by offering 

potential solutions to women’s exclusion physically, in the prayer space, and socially, in women’s 

participation within the mosque’s leadership. She hoped that more funds would be allocated to 

better women’s mosque spaces and that Muslim organizations would publish studies 

demonstrating the status of women’s spaces in American mosques.357 Her third solution was to 

create long-lasting dialogues among Muslim-American men and women regarding women’s 

inclusion in mosque leadership.358 Her suggestions for change emphasized the importance of 

gaining male allies who would lend their support to mainstream women through their increased 

awareness of women’s experiences in the prayer space. Makki also named Virginia-based and 

ISNA-affiliated Imam Mohamed Magid as an ally who has used his status in the community to 

call for better inclusion of women in American mosques.359 Her tactic of gaining male allies 

affirmed mainstream women’s recognition of the need to slowly reform attitudes from within the 

mainstream center to achieve gender justice. 

Makki would receive extensive media coverage for her mosque activism by mainstream 

American media, mainstream Muslim-American publications, and progressive Muslims. She was 

featured on numerous American media sites including Huffpost, the Washington Post, and the New 

York Times, while CNN included her on their 2018 list of “25 Influential American Muslims,” 

alongside mainstream figures Dalia Mogahed and Linda Sarsour.360 Makki was also recognized in 
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358 Ibid. 
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ISNA’s July 2012 Islamic Horizons issue, which focused on racism in the Muslim community, as 

well as the November/December 2015 issue for her participation in an ISNA Convention panel on 

building inclusive mosques.361 In a 2016 web entry, MPV Netherlands member Rosalinda Wijks 

cited Makki, along with Nomani and Wadud, as an inspiration for her decision to pray in the back 

of the male prayer space at Amsterdam’s Taibah mosque.362 Until this point, gender activism in 

the domestic religious center was, partly, reactionary to progressive activism in the periphery, but 

MPV’s celebration of Makki’s activism demonstrated that mainstream Muslims were now 

inspiring the work of progressive Muslims. Makki’s activism cemented a place for her within the 

domestic religious center and caused Muslim women in the global progressive Muslim community 

to notice and appreciate her work. 

 

Reimagining Muslim Spaces 

 The Institute for Social Policy and Understanding then sponsored a mainstream-affiliated 

Muslim study group, which they called Reimagining Muslim Spaces, in 2013.363 The creation of 

this group reflected the mainstream community’s increasing concern regarding inclusivity in the 

mosque. The ISPU was a D.C. based think tank that studied Muslim-American trends by 

conducting research in efforts of “developing community,” “building understanding,” and 

                                                 
in Islam,” Wall Street Journal, February 5, 2015, accessed January 11, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-
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363 Institute for Social Policy and Understanding, “Reimagining Muslim Spaces,” accessed February 7, 2019, 
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“providing thought leadership.”364 Makki fulfilled her desire to increase awareness of women’s 

access to better mosque spaces when the ISPU invited her to serve on the committee’s Advisory 

Council.365 The guidelines driving Reimagining Muslim Spaces’ ensuing reports ranged from how 

best to construct women’s spaces, to supporting Muslim youth, to welcoming converts in the 

mosque and the wider Muslim community.366 The group also worked with ISNA-affiliated 

researchers, including Ihsan Bagby and Sarah Sayeed, who had previously worked together to 

produce a 2011 ISNA study on the extent to which American mosques were “women-friendly.”367  

Reimagining Muslim Spaces used various forms of media to present their gender justice 

suggestions to the mainstream. The group produced a YouTube video titled “5 Ways to Create an 

Inclusive Mosque for Women,” as well as an infographic entitled “Creating a More Welcoming 

Mosque for Women” (see Figure 10 below).368 In both the video and the infographic, the group 

emphasized the importance of having women serve on mosque boards to increase women’s voices 

and add women’s perspectives regarding the construction and management of their spaces.369 The 

committee’s research also encouraged the creation of women’s committees to increase the number 

of women in community leadership roles and maintained that women should have access to the 

main prayer space and better methods of communication with the mosque’s imam.370 Reimagining 

Muslim Spaces also collaborated with the producers of UnMosqued, a 2013 documentary that 
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focused primarily on the wider issue of the lack of attendance at mosques, due to inclusivity issues, 

and included discussions of women’s exclusion.371 

 

 

Figure 10: 
ISPU Infographic: “Creating a More Welcoming Mosque for Women.”372 

 
 

The ISPU also published detailed reports of alternative mosques constructed by 

mainstream Muslims, which further reflected the increased mainstream attention to gender issues 
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and inclusivity.373 One such mosque was MakeSpace, established in 2012 by Imam Zia Makhdoom 

and his wife Fatimah Popal in Alexandria, Virginia. MakeSpace was an alternative mosque that 

moved away from gendering the mussalla by permitting men and women to pray in the same hall, 

but in mainstream prayer configurations.374 In justifying the necessity of this space, Imam 

Makhdoom specifically noted the history of “‘misogyny and male chauvinism cloaked in ‘Islamic’ 

orthodoxy that American Muslim women have had to deal with.”375 He also sought to end 

misogynistic practices in his mosque by not requiring a dress-code in community events and 

supporting women as speakers during Ramadan.376 Makespace proved to be an important example 

of an alternative space that adhered to basic mainstream practices, but continued to reform those 

practices to suit the needs of its congregants. 

 

The Women’s Mosque of America: A Mainstream and Progressive “Middle Space” 

Mainstream activists in other areas of the United States adopted similar tactics. M. Hasna 

Maznavi, along with other female mainstream activists founded the first recorded woman-only 

American mosque in Los Angeles, California on January 30, 2015 (see Figure 11 below). 377 The 

founders designed the mosque as an alternative space for women who felt they had not received 

adequate religious support in mainstream mosques.378 The Women’s Mosque was located in the 
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space of the Pico Union Project, an organization that described itself as a “multi-faith community 

arts center that strives to invigorate the community of Los Angeles by bringing diverse cultures 

together through song, story, art and activism.”379 The women who founded the Women’s Mosque 

sought to create a female-only “safe space,” where Muslim women could have “direct access to 

Islamic scholarship and leadership opportunities.”380 In line with such goals, the Women’s Mosque 

sought to play an educational role where Muslim-American women learned and discussed a range 

of Islamic topics, equipping them with new knowledge on their roles within Islam, the Muslim 

community, and the mosque.  

 

Figure 11: 
A Women’s Mosque Jummah in July 2015.381 

                                                 
379 “Our Vision,” Pico Union Project, accessed January 30, 2020, https://www.picounionproject.org/. 
380 The Women's Mosque of America, “About,” accessed July 22, 2019, https://womensmosque.com/about-2/. 
381 Image taken from Faezeh Fatihzadeh, “Gail Kennard Delivers a Thought-Provoking Sermon on the Similarity of 
the Role of the Prophet Muhammad’s Wives to the Role of the Twelve Disciples of Jesus and the Twelve Sons of 
Jacob in Spreading the Message of God to the Larger Community,” July 2015, The Pluralism Project, accessed 
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 The Women’s Mosque directly challenged the mainstream mosque’s male-dominated, and 

often ethnicity-specific, leadership configuration as all leadership roles were occupied by Muslim 

women of varying ethnicities. Hasna Maznavi, the Women’s Mosque’s Founder and President, 

was a filmmaker and comedian who studied at the University of California and the University of 

Southern California.382 Los Angeles-born Hannah Demir fulfilled the role of treasurer, while New 

Yorker and AboutIslam.net writer Anne Myers was the organization’s secretary.383 Mahin Ibrahim 

and Samia Bano occupied the positions of Communications Manager and Director of Operations, 

respectively, with Ibrahim having a similar film background to Maznavi.384 These women’s 

occupational backgrounds contrasted with that of most mainstream mosque’s leadership, which 

was traditionally controlled by professional Muslim men.385 

The Women’s Mosque also reflected its mainstream origins by mirroring most of the 

mainstream mosque’s board positions, except that of the imam, which was deliberately left 

unfilled. The decision not to have a permanent imam stemmed from the Women’s Mosque 

leadership’s goal of inviting women to serve as guest khateebahs each Jummah and fulfilling their 

goal of empowering women to take on religious leadership roles. Women invited to give the 

khutbah were expected to hold views that aligned with the Women’s Mosque, notably, this 

alignment demanded that khateebahs recognize the religious validity and legitimacy of the very 

existence of a woman-only mosque.386 A prospective khateebah would also have to agree with the 

notion of a woman performing the khateeb role, since there were cases where women were invited 

and declined as they did not believe that it was permissible for women to occupy this role.387 This 
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did not indicate, however, that a woman who disagreed with a woman giving the sermon, disagreed 

with the notion of a woman-only mosque. By alternating imams, the leadership implemented an 

organic and democratic system that offered women a chance to hear sermons centered on their 

own issues and after prayer, directly access the imam, which women in mainstream mosques were 

often restricted from doing. 

While the Women’s Mosque supported women serving as khateebahs, the long-standing 

tradition of excluding women from this position meant that most invited guests lacked the 

knowledge of how to perform the role. To address this issue, the Women’s Mosque offered training 

to women on the specifics of a khutbah.388 Maznavi conducted training calls with khateebahs 

where she explained how to lead Jummah, which requires the recitation of specific prayers in a set 

order, that differ from the five daily prayers.389 By offering this training, the Women’s Mosque 

demonstrated their practical and religious support for Muslim women to occupy religious and 

communal leadership roles. 

According to their communications manager, Samia Bano, the fact that most of the 

khateebahs were not officially recognized spiritual leaders enriched the khutbah for Women’s 

Mosque congregants, as sermons varied based on the khateebah’s background.390 She also argued 

that the lack of diversity of topics in mainstream khutbahs created a necessity for Muslim women 

to hear about their issues from khateebahs they could relate to.391 This was unlike a mainstream 

Jummah, where women listened to khutbahs given by men that often centered on Muslim men’s 

issues or general topics in the Muslim community. Some khateebahs were affiliated with ISNA 
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and CAIR, including Zahra Billoo.392 Their participation demonstrated that the members of the 

mainstream and mainstream organizations supported the woman-only initiative. MPV’s Ani 

Zonneveld also endorsed the Women’s Mosque and explained that it was an example for young 

boys who would see women in “spiritual leadership” positions, to inspire change in the 

community. 393 

 

Women’s Mosque Prayer Practices and Sectarian Toleration 

The Women’s Mosque’s leadership also emphasized the importance of inclusivity by 

acknowledging the range of Sunni schools of thought and how this influenced individual views of 

prayer. Recognizing that some women adhered to the Hanafi Sunni school, the Women’s Mosque 

hosted pre-khutbah talks for khateebahs who asked to conduct such talks, reflecting their 

inclusivity of the varieties of Islamic prayer interpretations.394 Conscious of the fact that some 

women interpreted a woman-led Jummah as religiously invalid, and in efforts of inclusivity, the 

board offered an “optional congregational four rakat Dhuhr prayer” for congregants who preferred 

that Jummah be performed by a male imam, which took place after the Jummah ended.395  

The Women’s Mosque also practiced inclusivity by supporting its Shi’a congregants and 

khateebahs, incorporating progressive Muslim principles of overcoming sectarianism previously 

advanced by the PMU and MPV. In order to show their respect for sectarian differences in prayer 

practices, the Women’s Mosque “provide[d] rose petals and clay turbahs for [their] Shi’a sisters 
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to use during prayer.”396 The mosque’s effort to respect and include Shi’a practices reflected their 

attempts to bridge the sectarian gap by not focusing on a specific Sunni or Shi’a prayer ritual, but, 

rather, uniting the two.397 Bano also recounted a Jummah when a Shi’a khateebah inquired about 

the possibility of incorporating additional Shi’a prayers during her khutbah, which the Women’s 

Mosque welcomed and supported.398 Their response reflected a form of inclusivity that Shi’a 

women would not have enjoyed in conservative mainstream Sunni mosques, where Shi’a 

worshippers often feel the need to hide their Shi’a identity.399  

The Women’s Mosque also strove to be inclusive by not regulating congregants’ dress, in 

the process eliminating any potential feelings of judgment and shame that their congregants had 

previously experienced in mainstream mosques because of their attire. Instead, all women were 

welcomed to the Women’s Mosque dressed as they would normally “outside of the mosque.”400 

Their “come as you are” dress code was a radical alternative to mainstream mosques’ regulations 

regarding dress code within the prayer space, where women were expected to dress “modestly” by 

wearing a headscarf and long-sleeved clothes. This practice was also inclusive of non-Muslim 

women who were welcomed to attend Jummahs by the Women’s Mosque, as part of their effort to 

serve as an institution that welcomed interfaith dialogue.401 

Unlike the congregants, however, khateebahs were expected to dress according to Muslim 

understandings of modesty by donning the hijab when they led Jummah. Bano recounted a 

situation in which a khateebah desired to perform the khutbah without a head-covering.402 The 

Board was cautious of congregants’ perspectives on the matter and decided to solve the issue 
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democratically and consulted them on the issue before the beginning of the khutbah.403 What was 

so revolutionary about this instance was that if even one congregant polled believed that their 

prayer would be invalid if the khateebah did not cover, then the leadership would request that the 

khateebah wear a hijab.404 Because some women believed that female imams/khateebahs should 

cover for the prayer to be Islamically acceptable, the khateebah wore a headscarf during that 

Jummah.405 The outcome of this situation demonstrated the Mosque’s respect for differences in 

religious interpretation, but also its adoption of more organic processes of solving differences in 

religious opinion. 

 

The Women’s Mosque and Muslim “Me Too” 

The Women’s Mosque’s leadership was also aware of issues of sexual harassment and 

assault within the Muslim community and the extent to which the topic remained largely 

undiscussed in many mainstream mosques. This lack of attention had only exacerbated some 

Muslim women’s feelings of exclusion from mainstream mosques. As a result, the leadership 

designated the Women’s Mosque a “safe space” for women.406 Billoo particularly praised the 

mosque’s attempts in providing a supportive and safe environment for Muslim women who voiced 

their concerns regarding their lack of safety at some mainstream mosques.407 According to Bano 

and Billoo, some Muslim women turned to the Women’s Mosque because they felt unsafe at 

mainstream mosques due to issues of sexual harassment, differentiation, and judgment.408 
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Members of the mosque’s leadership were also particularly aware of the importance of creating 

safe spaces for women because of their own experiences with sexual harassment and assault.409  

The goal of providing a safe and inclusive space for female survivors was clearly reflected 

in the mosque’s decision to invite Sumaya Abubaker as a khateebah in 2015. 410 As the cofounder 

of the Rahma Network, an organization that worked to address the topic of sexual abuse in Muslim-

American communities, Abubaker focused her khutbah on the topic of compassion towards 

survivors of sexual assault and sexual violence.411 Bano emphasized that Abubaker’s sermon, 

which tackled a topic rarely spoken about in the Muslim community, directly addressed Muslim 

women’s needs, in contrast to most sermons in mainstream mosques, which largely avoided these 

topics.412  

By hosting khutbahs that supported survivors of sexual assault, the Women’s Mosque 

proved to be an important space for Muslim women’s participation in wider mainstream American 

trends that supported survivors of sexual harassment and assault in the mid-to late 2010s. This 

mounting public support for victims also made its way into mainstream Muslim communities, and 

led to the outing of some religious leaders in the community. In early 2015, Chicago Imam 

Mohammed Abdullah Saleem was publicly accused of abusing a former Qur’an student at his 

Institute of Islamic Education, alongside four other victims, including a male victim.413  

Attention to this issue in mainstream Muslim communities increased in 2017, when the 

mainstream American community began supporting victims through the “Me Too” movement, 
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shortly followed by the “Time’s Up” campaign.414 In late 2017, mainstream Muslims discovered 

that nationally recognized speaker and Islamic teacher Nouman Ali Khan had been abusing his 

spiritual power by sexting several female congregants and engaging in secret polygamous 

marriages with women he had met at Muslim events.415 Khan’s actions were deemed all the more 

hypocritical by other mainstream Muslims, since he regularly advised Muslim men and women to 

refrain from shaking hands, while at the same time sending sexual photos and suggestive messages 

to young women.416 ISNA led an investigation against Khan’s sexual misconduct and ultimately 

Muslim-American leaders, including former ISNA Presidents Ingrid Mattson and Imam 

Mohammed Magid, condemned his actions and distanced themselves from him.417 One year later, 

Texas Imam Zia Ul-Haq Sheikh was also outed for his abuse, with evidence indicating that he had 

engaged in sexual misconduct for over twenty years.418  

These revelations demonstrated mainstream Muslims’ increased willingness to discuss 

sexual abuse in their communities. They were also reflective of a mainstreamed progressive idea, 

this time inspired and driven by feminists in mainstream American society. Their activism on this 

issue would come to include some of its most important leaders. In 2019, Mattson would continue 

her activism by founding the “Hurma Project,” a group that sought to provide the Muslim-
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American community with education about sexual abuse and counseling. The organization would 

host a conference dedicated to the issue in January 2020.419  

 

The Women’s Mosque and Men 

A driving reason for the construction of the Women’s Mosque was to provide a space that 

empowered women religiously and encouraged them to occupy strong leadership roles. The 

mosque also provided the opportunity for male congregants to witness women in these roles and 

serve as allies. As Maznavi indicated, since the foundation of the Women’s Mosque, mainstream 

Muslim men, including “scholars, imams, and the husbands, children, and family members,” were 

active supporters of the new space.420 This continued support was reflected in men’s attendance at 

mixed-gender events, which served as mechanisms for men to see women in religious leadership 

roles. These events included Qiyams and Ramadan iftars, where women gave the athan while men 

led prayers.421 Contrary to mainstream iftars, women’s voices were at the forefront at the Women’s 

Mosque Iftar, and began the event with a woman’s recitation of Qur’anic verses, while another 

woman made the call to prayer.422 Since its founding, the Women’s Mosque Iftar has traditionally 

been led by three women, including a previous khateebah and founder Maznavi. Although the 

mosque’s leadership believed that women could lead mixed-gender prayers, they anticipated 

mainstream backlash from both men and women and recognized that not all Muslims held their 

views on what was and was not Islamically permissible.423  Because of these factors, the mosque’s 
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leadership had men serve as imams at mixed-gender events.424 Although men led prayers on these 

occasions, the notion of women occupying Muslim spiritual and community leadership roles 

continued to be normalized. 

Indeed, the Women’s Mosque served as an alternative mosque model that differed from 

mainstream mosques by positioning itself as what Bano called a “middle ground.”425 By calling 

itself a middle-ground, the Women’s Mosque did not align itself with any progressive or 

mainstream Muslim group and instead welcomed members of both groups. The phrase was also 

reminiscent of what Zonneveld previously called for in “Ummah Wake Up,” a return to “the 

middle path.”426 According to Bano, the notion of a middle-ground referred to an idea in the Qur’an 

that called on Muslims to keep to the middle path of moderation in religion, which affirmed that 

Islamic interpretations and practices were continuously transforming and adapting to change.427 

Although Bano denied that the organization defined itself as a political or social middle-ground 

between the mainstream center and the progressive periphery, the mosque’s reversal of gendered 

practices, and their acceptance of progressive and mainstream Muslims, merged mainstream and 

progressive Muslim communities.428 

 

ISNA Releases a 2015 Statement 

 As the issue of women’s mosque spaces grew increasingly important, ISNA leaders and 

mainstream Muslim activists released a statement on the importance of improving women’s 

inclusion in mosques, on September 4, 2015. Endorsed by Sayeed, Bagby, Makki, and other 
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members of ISNA’s “Task Force for Women-Friendly Masjids,” as well as the Fiqh Council of 

North America, the statement maintained that women should have access to the main prayer hall, 

as long as it was “behind the lines of men.”429 ISNA also encouraged mosques to welcome women 

“as an integral part of masjids,” and to ensure that women participated in the “decision-making 

process of the masjid.”430 This new focus on the importance of women’s roles in the prayer space 

and in the mosque’s leadership spoke to the priority mainstream organizations such as ISNA now 

placed on advancing gender justice. ISNA’s emphasis on these issues also revealed their growing 

concern that increased numbers of women would stop attending the mosque if they did not solve 

their gender justice issues.431 

ISNA’s Task Force legitimized its points by including hadiths that showcased the presence 

of women and children at the Prophet’s masjid and disproved the construction of barriers between 

men and women.432 The statement denounced commonly used hadiths and sayings previously cited 

by mainstream Muslims as justifications to prevent women from going to the masjid, including 

“‘the best prayer of a woman is in her house’” and “‘had the Prophet known what women were 

innovating, he would have forbidden them from attending the masjid,’” arguing that these were 

illegitimate reasons to keep women from the masjid.433 ISNA’s team argued that these quotes were 

taken out of context and that the Prophet had never explicitly barred women from the masjid. 

According to their statement, since the Prophet never constructed a barrier in his mosque and 

women were included in the main space, the construction of barriers was also illegitimate.434 The 

statement also disproved the driving reason for a barrier, that it would quell sexual temptation, by 
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emphasizing that the precedent of Islamic prayer, regardless of sect, was men in the front, “children 

in the middle,” and women in the back.435 In this case, ISNA responded to the mainstream activism 

of Makki and the Women’s Mosque, and the progressive Muslims that had come before them, 

while re-asserting the mainstream’s gendered interpretations of the prayer configuration. 

  

CAIR’s Muslim Women in Sacred Spaces Symposium 

 The issue of gender justice in mosques would also be a topic of rising concern among other 

mainstream Muslims organizations, including CAIR. On February 6, 2016, CAIR-Philadelphia 

hosted the “Muslim Women in Sacred Spaces” symposium at Villanova University in 

Pennsylvania.436 Inspired by the ISNA statement, the symposium’s organizers invited Muslim 

scholars to discuss the Prophet’s practice of women’s inclusion and attendance in the mosque, and 

provide solutions on how best to address “the negative psychological effect of the marginalization 

and exclusion of women from mosques on young Muslim women.”437 Mirroring some of MPV’s 

earlier actions abroad, CAIR also specifically advocated for “divorced and widowed women - 

another largely ignored demographic in the Muslim community.”438 ISNA and ISPU researcher 

Sarah Sayeed and Islamic scholar Jonathan Brown served as symposium panelists and offered 

information on the theoretical and practical practices of women’s spaces in mosques. Sayeed 

elaborated on the 2015 ISNA statement and discussed whether Muslim leaders had supported 

ISNA’s efforts, while also expanding on whether she believed Muslim women desired barriers.439 
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Brown described the historical and legal practices of women in the mosque since the time of the 

Prophet, and also explained the gendered connotations that came with the word “fitna,” which was 

commonly used to exclude women from mosques.440 The discussion topics demonstrated that 

inclusivity was becoming increasingly important in the mainstream community. 

After the conference, CAIR-Philadelphia released the key findings and potential solutions 

that had emerged from these discussions. They highlighted the importance of creating mosque 

spaces that were welcoming to women and the youth, and advised removing barriers and providing 

child care services for women.441 The symposium’s participants also emphasized the need to 

include women in mosque leadership and recommended creating programs for women which 

would provide them with opportunities to directly access the imam.442 Finally, participants also 

suggested that the youth would be a solution to bettering “generational ideas about gender roles” 

held by mosque leadership and hoped that the “next steps” would be Muslim-American leaders’ 

widespread recognition of this issue.443 Clearly, mainstream Muslims recognized not only the 

unjust practice of discrimination against women in the mosque, but also the negative impact these 

practices had on women as members of the Muslim community.  

Indeed, mainstream activists adopted a different approach to their progressive counterparts 

because, with the exception of publicly condemning religious leaders who had sexually abused 

their congregants, they did not shame mainstream Muslims in the wider American community. 

Instead, mainstream women employed subtler tactics, by educating Muslim men about the 

inconsistencies in women’s mosque spaces through social media activism and increased research 
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publications. Their activism demonstrated that mainstream Muslim-Americans were aware of the 

inadequacies in women’s mosque spaces, but used a tactic of gradual exposure to support 

mainstream women’s activism. 
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Epilogue/Conclusion: The Internet as an Alternative Space 
 
“The kind of Islam these new producers of religious meaning...seek to project is a mobile Islam 

that adapts to and clashes with different cultural settings and spatial arrangements.”444 
 

- Nabil Echchaibi, “Alt-Muslim: Muslims and Modernity’s Discontents,” 2013 
  
 

Echchaibi’s praise for online Muslim activism pointed towards new methods adopted by 

Muslims engaging in the centuries-old debate over the definition of Islam. As the issue of women’s 

spaces in mosques became more mainstream, Muslim women who identified as “mainstream,” 

“progressive,” or “unaffiliated” began using online spaces as an alternative middle space for their 

activism, altering previous understandings of domestic and global religious centers and 

peripheries—and destabilizing these identifications themselves. 

As the popularity of online spaces increased, the contributions of formal progressive 

Muslim organizations decreased, and individual members who identified as progressive 

increasingly participated in online discussions. Muslim activists’ newly created online groups 

served as informal organizations, largely replacing the traditional organizational influence of 

groups such as MPV or ISNA. Facebook became a medium for this activism and hosted Muslim 

feminist groups, including “Feminist Islamic Troublemakers of North America” and “One Masjid 

Movement,” where Muslims and non-Muslim allies discussed and debated Islamic law and 

Muslim gender practices.445 Although Muslim-Americans remained in the periphery of global 

Islam, their transition to this new space caused their activism to become transnational as it became 

more accessible to other members of the ummah. Muslim-Americans’ inclusion of global Muslims 
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in their gender conversations implied a switch in previous understandings of center and periphery, 

where Muslim-American activists from the periphery and the center created a new informal center.  

 

Causing FITNA 

On March 18, 2016, the 11th anniversary of the Wadud-Jummah, Muslim-American 

women published the “Feminist Islamic Troublemakers of North America” Facebook group, 

which aimed to advance Islamic feminism by supporting Muslim women and challenging 

patriarchal interpretations and practices. FITNA described itself as an “online and offline 

collaborative space for Muslim feminists and allies to come together, share knowledge and 

experiences, generate and discuss ideas, start projects, learn, commiserate and spread fitna.”446 

The group’s aim of challenging patriarchal interpretations of Islam was clear from their name. The 

founders purposefully used the “fitna” acronym in hopes of reclaiming the Arabic word, which 

they explained was “translated as temptation/sedition/discord/corruption” and was “used to 

describe Muslim feminists by [their] detractors in the Muslim community.”447 By reclaiming the 

word, they “hope[d] to redefine the term fitna as constructive disruption around gender issues in 

the Muslim community.”448  

With over 5,360 members as of February 2020, FITNA’s contributors ranged from 

academics and activists to non-professionals and included Muslims from the progressive and 

mainstream communities, as well as activists from the now-defunct PMU, as well as MPV and the 

Women’s Mosque.449 The group also included non-Muslim members. Although its name implied 

that FITNA was restricted to North Americans, its membership grew to include Muslims and non-
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Muslims from around the globe, transforming it into a transnational space.450 FITNA’s inclusion 

of all Muslims, regardless of gender, sect, sexuality, or organizational affiliation demonstrated its 

place as a middle-ground where a diverse body of Muslims from the religious center and periphery 

used new tactics to critique Muslim patriarchy and advance gender justice. 

To avoid online abuse resulting from schisms within the community, FITNA set specific 

rules for its members, allowing the administrators to block members who did not adhere to the 

group’s rules. The group’s rules made clear that “to achieve maximum disruption / FITNA 

spreading,” the Facebook group was public and open to anyone who signed the rules set by the 

administrators, upon membership to the group.451 It also allowed administrators to block members 

attempting to derail conversations about gender justice. FITNA’s rules directly addressed the 

inevitable conflicts that would result between Muslims who held differing views on Islamic 

interpretation. The group sought to diminish abusive or derogatory statements through their first 

rule, “no takfiring/declaring people kafir,” emphasizing that no member could accuse another 

member of being a disbeliever.452 The group also emphasized the importance of respectful 

interactions between members by listing that individuals could not “troll,” attack, harass, or 

intimidate other members.453 By setting these rules and giving administrators the authority to block 

individuals, FITNA ensured that its activism would not be derailed by internal schisms or 

individual members, as the PMU had experienced a decade earlier. 

FITNA’s other guidelines outlined user discussion content and taught members how to 

frame their posts. The group’s membership rules emphasized the importance of supporting 
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minorities, including LGBTQ+ members, and made it clear that all posts had to be relevant to 

Islamic feminism.454 FITNA also supported survivors of sexual assaults by highlighting the 

importance of using trigger warnings in posts.455 The administrators made a point to be inclusive 

of visually impaired members, and required that all posts with images be accompanied by written 

descriptions of the images.456 Although it used English as the primary language to share posts, 

FITNA allowed its members to share gender-related posts in foreign languages, including Urdu 

and Arabic, as long as the post had an English description.457 This emphasis on translating posts 

to English made information accessible to its primary membership base, Americans, and made it 

easier for moderators to understand posts and confirm that they were related to Islamic feminism. 

In designing these regulations, FITNA’s activism supported the coexistence of different versions 

of Islam by opening a space that encouraged debate and debunked patriarchal interpretations. In 

doing so, the administrators promoted tolerance and provided an inclusive Muslim space. 

FITNA’s encouragement of debates about gender justice included posts regarding the 

legality of woman-led and mixed-gender prayers, as well as posts on the issue of women’s prayer 

spaces in mainstream mosques. A number of members addressed woman-led prayers, educated 

others on the Umm Waraqah hadith, and debated the Wadud-Jummah.458 They also discussed 

recent scholarship by Juliane Hammer and Jonathan Brown on the Islamic legality of women as 

imams.459 Members also addressed Sunni rulings on woman-led prayers, describing how the 

Hanafi and Maliki schools did not allow women to do so, even in woman-only prayers, while some 
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Hanbalis ruled that women could lead non-obligatory prayers like Taraweeh.460 Other 

conversations revolved around the question of mixed-gender prayers and whether Muslims could 

trace examples of such prayers in Islamic history.461 Contributions to the website also focused on 

the lack of women’s spaces in most mosques, with some female members claiming that 

mainstream mosques’ use of barriers and limited women’s spaces drove them from attending 

prayers.462 FITNA’s place as an alternative and accessible online platform allowed Muslims 

located inside and outside of the United States to freely debate these topics and advance gender 

justice in the ummah. 

FITNA also aimed to serve as an alternative to formal organizations like ISNA, ICNA, and 

CAIR, by hosting its own conferences to advance ideas of Islamic feminism.463 On October 22, 

2016, FITNA held their first conference, “Making Feminist Fitna: Islamic Feminist Disruptions” 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston, in collaboration with the MIT 

Women and Gender Studies program.464 According to the event’s Facebook page, at least 129 

participants attended, including a number of famous Islamic feminists, progressives, and 

academics. Among these were progressive academic and Islamic feminist Kecia Ali, academic 

Zahra Ayubi, and academic Saadia Yacoob.465 The conference opened with a roundtable entitled 
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“Intro to Islamic Feminism.”466 This was followed by a “Panel on Intellectual and Practical Tools 

and Methods of Islamic Feminism,” and “Discussions on Women in Muslim Spaces.” 467 Finally, 

the conference concluded with an open mic session for Muslim women artists. 468 By organizing 

this event, FITNA offered Muslim-American women an alternative conference to those hosted by 

ISNA and ICNA that centered directly on Muslim women’s needs.  

 

“One Masjid Movement” 

Another group that engaged in this new method of online activism was the “One Masjid 

Movement,” which differed from FITNA by focusing solely on gender activism in mosques.469 

Created on November 30, 2019, the group was dedicated to bettering women’s mosque spaces and 

empowering women in the mosque by amplifying women’s voices in recitations of the Qur’an and 

the call to prayer.470 The “One Masjid Movement” had over 818 members by February 2020.471 

Originally called “No More Side Door,” the group was renamed in order to convey a more 

inclusive and positive approach to achieving their efforts.472 The group aimed to “develop 

resources towards reviving the sunnah of salaat [prayer] in jamaat [congregations] and gender 

equity in Islamic sacred spaces,” by using Facebook to share Muslim women’s prayer 

experiences.473 The “One Masjid Movement” also advocated for reform in Muslim prayer spaces, 

and called on Muslims to model their mussallas on spaces constructed during the Prophet’s time, 
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“while still physically separate, without a physical barrier, sound barrier, or constructive barrier 

(i.e. women in set a part balconies).”474 By attempting to revive the sunnah and advocating for 

prayer practices that mirrored the Prophet’s practices, “One Masjid Movement” legitimized their 

activism by drawing on historical practices, as progressive Muslims had done previously through 

the Umm Waraqah hadith. Their emphasis on keeping to the sunnah and the continuous separation 

of men and women in the prayer configuration, however, indicated that the group was abiding by 

mainstream interpretations of prayer. 

Like FITNA, the group had a list of rules that members were expected to abide by, 

reaffirming their desire to create an inclusive space. Members had to engage in respectful 

communication, not bully other members or spread hate speech, and not post misogynist posts.475 

The “One Masjid Movement” administrators specifically banned posts by scholars they deemed 

misogynist and defined misogynist scholars to include those who had shown “support for domestic 

violence and marital rape.”476 Like Makki’s “Side Entrance,” members of the “One Masjid 

Movement” critiqued mosques that restricted women’s spaces, but also used the group to advertise 

inclusive woman-friendly spaces.477 Also like FITNA, the group was not restricted to American 

members and featured posts from an inclusive Sufi mosque in Canada.478 Some members focused 

their activism on mosques outside the United States in posts that highlighted non-inclusive spaces, 

including a mosque on the island of Curaçao.479 Members also used the group to discuss the 

Islamic legality of woman-led prayers, with a specific emphasis on the importance of hearing 

women’s voices in the mosque, either through a woman’s public recitation of the Qur’an or the 

                                                 
474 Ibid 
475 Ibid. 
476 Ibid. 
477 One Masjid Movement, Discussion Facebook Page. 
478 Ibid. 
479 Ibid. 
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athan.480 One post discussing this issue referenced a January 2020 Al-Araby article, where the 

author expressed a desire “to hear women reciting the Quran,” a rarity in the mainstream 

community.481 The group’s creation near the beginning of a new decade and its specific focus on 

reforming American mosque spaces signified a change within the Muslim-American community, 

where solving women’s issues became the priority in order to create a more inclusive Muslim 

community.  

 

MPV and Congresswoman Ilhan Omar 

Although activism on gender issues has largely moved from progressive organizations 

towards more inclusive online spaces that have integrated mainstream and progressive members, 

this has not signaled the complete end of progressive organizations’ activism. In July 2019, MPV 

founder and president, Ani Zonneveld, attempted to publicly challenge the mainstream once again 

by publicly questioning newly elected congresswoman Ilhan Omar during a Muslim event. After 

her election to the House of Representatives in November 2018, Omar became an icon for many 

in the mainstream Muslim-American community because of her position as one of the first Muslim 

women in Congress. On July 23, 2019, after delivering her keynote speech at the first “Muslim 

Collective for Equitable Democracy” conference organized by the Muslim Caucus in Washington, 

D.C., Omar was asked by Zonneveld if she would “be able to make a statement against FGM 

because that’s an issue in Detroit,” adding that “it would be really powerful if the two 

congresswomen, yourself and Rashida [Tlaib], would make a statement on this issue.”482 Omar’s 

                                                 
480 Ibid  
481 Aniqah Choudhri, “On My App and at the Mosque, I Want to Hear Women Recite the Quran,” alaraby, January 
6, 2020, accessed February 4, 2020, https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/Comment/2020/1/6/The-day-I-heard-a-
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response critiqued her for the underlying problems with her question. As she argued, Zonneveld 

had posed:  

[A]n appalling question because I always feel like there are bills that we [she and 
Tlaib] vote on… And it’s like, how often should I make a schedule? Like does this 
need to be on repeat every five minutes? Should I be like, ‘So today, I forgot to 
condemn al-Qaeda, so here’s the al-Qaeda one. Today I forgot to condemn FGM, 
so here it goes. Today I forgot to condemn Hamas, so here it goes…. it is a very 
frustrating question, it comes up-you can look at my record, I voted for bills doing 
exactly what you’re asking me to do… so I am, I think, quite disgusted really, to be 
honest, that as Muslim legislators we are constantly being asked to waste our time 
speaking to issues that other people are not asked to speak to because the 
assumption exists that we somehow support and are for [these topics].483  

 
Omar’s response made it clear that she interpreted Zonneveld’s question as a common attack often 

made against Muslims who occupy public roles in mainstream American society. If Omar did not 

repeatedly condemn FGM, she would be identified as a bad Muslim, akin to violent extremists like 

al-Qaeda. Zonneveld’s question also played into a common Islamophobic trope by directing the 

question to a hijab-wearing woman, since women are seen as cultural bearers and hijab-wearing 

women are commonly perceived as inherently conservative.  

 The video trended on Twitter in the following days and brought MPV to the attention of 

mainstream Muslim-Americans. Once again, progressive Muslim actions had succeeded in 

drawing the condemnation of mainstream Muslims. Al Jazeera correspondent Mehdi Hasan 

retweeted a video of the incident on Twitter to his 848,000 followers, many of whom are members 

of the global Muslim community, writing that “most Muslims born and brought up in the 

west...have been waiting our whole lives for a politician who is Muslim to get elected and deliver 

an answer like this to the ‘usual’ Qs.”484 As Hasan’s post revealed, many mainstream Muslims 

                                                 
483 Ibid. 
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interpreted Zonneveld’s question as perpetuating Islamophobic rhetoric, since they had been 

facing situations in which they were repeatedly asked to condemn violence carried out in the name 

of Islam. The incident signified that MPV members such as Zonneveld continued to adopt 

stereotypes of the American dominant ideology and perpetuate them against mainstream Muslims. 

 To defend MPV’s public image, Zonneveld released a statement two days later. She 

insisted that Omar should have answered the question in a manner that educated the audience about 

the laws she had supported against FGM, “to help others to see the real harm of this cultural 

practice.”485 Zonneveld also wrote about how disappointed an FGM survivor she had spoken to at 

the event was with the way that Omar handled the question.486 Although their domestic activism 

has continued to fail, MPV’s activism in the global sphere is ongoing through its collaboration 

with #ImamsForShe and AIM. They have also continued their activism in the peripheries of global 

Islam. In January 2020, they launched “An Inclusive Islamic Curriculum” in Burundi to teach 

children how to respect women and religious minorities.487 

 

Conclusion 

In the United States, the debate over the definition of Islam has been ongoing since the 

arrival of the first Muslim immigrants in the late nineteenth century, however, it took on new 

meaning and urgency, after 9/11. Progressive Muslims in the domestic periphery acted upon their 

definition of Islam, to support ideas of inclusivity and gender justice, and legitimized this activism 

by connecting it to the time of the Prophet. The tactics progressive Muslims adopted regarding 
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gendered space and women’s activism changed since the PMU’s sponsoring of the Wadud-

Jummah. When the PMU disbanded, MPV’s activism proved to be more focused and cohesive, 

progressive activists not only built their own mosques, they also became more engaged in 

peripheries of global Islam. In doing so, they adopted methods of savior activism in Muslim-

majority countries, to challenge Islamic interpretations in the global religious center.  

While progressive Muslim-American organizations have redirected their gender justice 

efforts to the global Muslim peripheries, Muslims in the domestic center responded to progressive 

activism along a timeline that coincided with mainstream American women’s activism. 

Mainstream Muslim women advocated their own understandings of inclusivity and gender justice, 

and adopted less aggressive tactics that enabled the mainstreaming of progressive values. In fact, 

ISNA has continued to highlight this mainstreamed activism, covering it in the January/February 

2019 issue of Islamic Horizons, which focused on patriarchy in the mainstream Muslim 

community and featured Reimagining Muslim Spaces’ mosque and community activism.488  

Finally, the emergence of the internet as an online space for informal activism, through 

groups like FITNA and “One Masjid Movement,” confirmed that American activism in the global 

religious periphery challenged power dynamics between the “old” and “new” global Muslim 

centers and peripheries. It also served to bridge some of the gaps between progressive and 

mainstream Muslims, and by creating a potentially new Muslim center, these activists were 

accomplishing what progressive Muslims had desired to achieve decades earlier. Muslim-

Americans’ efforts to respond to the definitions of Islam perpetuated by the mainstream American 

ideology, and by other Muslims, resulted in various new understandings of who a Muslim is and 
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what Islam means, as presented through the lens of gender activism. Their activism presented a 

non-monolithic image of Islam, and challenged the notion of Islam as inherently patriarchal. The 

change in religious power structures, and the activism itself, begs the question of how the battle to 

define Islam will play out from the perspective of a potentially new global center and what this 

new centers’ definition of Islam will signify for Muslim women. 
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